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Abstract

Design for ReliabUityof Low-voltage,

Switched-capacitor Circuits

by

Andrew Masami Abo

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Paul R. Gray, Chair

Analog, switched-capacitorcircuits playacritical roleinmixed-signal, analog-
to-digital interfaces. They implement a large class of functions, such as sam

pling, filtering,and digitization. Furthermore, their implementation makes them

suitable for integration with complex, digital-signal-processing blocks in a com

patible, low-cost technology-particularly CMOS.Even as an increasinglylarger

amount of signal processing is done in the digital domain, this critical, analog-

to-digitalinterface is fundamentally necessary. Examples of some integratedap

plications includecamcorders, wirelessLAN transceivers, digital set-top boxes,

and others.

Advances in CMOS technology, however,are driving the operating voltage of

integratedcircuits increasingly lower. As device dimensionsshrink, the applied

voltages will need to be proportionately scaled in order to guarantee long-term

reliability and manage power density.

The reliability constraints of the technology dictate that the analog circuitry

operate at the same low voltageas the digital circuitry. Furthermore, in achieving

low-voltage operation, the reliability constraints of the technology must not be

violated.

This workexaminesthe voltagelimitationsof CMOStechnologyand how ana

log circuits can maximize the utility of MOS devices without degrading relia-
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bility. An emphasis is placed on providing circuit solutions that do not require
process enhancements. The specific research contributions of this work include

(1) identifying the MOS device reliability issues that are relevant to switched-

capacitor circuits, (2) introduction of a new bootstrap technique for operating
MOS transmission gates on a low voltage supply without significantly degrading
device lifetime, (3) development oflow-voltage opamp design techniques. With
these design techniques building blocks necessary for switched-capacitorcircuits
canbeimplemented, enabling thecreation ofsampling, filtering, and dataconver
sion circuits on low-voltage supplies. As a demonstration, the design and char
acterization of an experimental 1.5V, 10-bit, 14.3MS/s, CMOS pipeline analog-
to-digital converter is presented.

Paul R. Gray, Chair
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Chapter 1

Introduction

SWITCHED-CAPACITOR circuits fillacritical role in analog/digital interfaces-
particularly highly integrated applications. In these applications, a com

plex, digital-signal-processing core is often interfaced to real-world inputs and
outputs. Such applications include voiceband modems, disk drive read channels,
set-top cable television receivers, baseband processing in wireless transceivers,
and others.

For these high-volume, dedicated applications, cost isoften the most important
factor. Increasing levels of mixed-signal integration have been instrumental in
lowering the fabrication, packaging, and testing costs ofthese products.

CMOS has proven to be the most cost-effective technology for achieving high
levels ofintegration. For analog circuits this technology typically does not have
the same raw performance as bipolar orBiCMOS, but for complex, mixed-signal
applications CMOS offers a distinct cost advantage, as evidenced by the wide
commercial acceptance ofCMOS foranalog signal processing. Inparticular, swi-
tched-capacitor circuits exploit thecharge storing abilities of CMOS to achieve
precision signal processing. Thus, high-performance filters and data converters
can be implemented in CMOS. Although an increasing amount ofsignal process
ingisperformed in the digital domain, the analog-digital interface will remain a
fundamentally necessary element.

There are numerous examples ofmixed-signal applications that employ switched-
capacitor circuits to perform front-end analog pre-processing and digitization.
Figure 1.1 shows a voicebandcodec used in telecommunications networks. This

example is a typical mixed-signal application comprised of several switched-ca-
pacitor (SC) interface circuits. Switched-capacitor circuits are used to imple
ment low-pass (LPF) high-pass (HPF) filters, analog-to-digital converters (ADC)
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Figure 1.1 Integrated PCM voiceband codec

and digital-to-analog converters (DAC). Figure 1.2 shows an integrated baseband

processing unit suitable for a cellular phone or wireless LAN application. Disk

drive read channels have also evolved to high levels of integration as shown in

figure 1.3.

The continued miniaturization of CMOS devices presents new benefits as well

as obstacles to the implementation ofswitched-capacitor circuits. Similar to digi

tal circuits, analog switched-capacitor circuits benefit from inherently faster tran-

Anti-alias

RF LPF

Front-end

SC

LPF

SC

XA

Clocks / Control

FIR

DSP

Figure 1.2 Baseband signal processing in wireless datacom receiver
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Figure 1.3 Disk drive read channel

sistors at smaller geometries. Thesescaled devices, however, placenewreliabil

ityconstraints onallowable operative voltage. Asaresult, future voltage supplies
will be greatly reduced from currentlevels. This reduction greatly complicates

analog, switched-capacitor circuit design.

This researchhas focusedon examiningthe reliability issues that demand low-

voltageoperation,and the implementation of reliable, low-voltage,switched-ca

pacitor circuits in CMOS. An emphasis was placed on circuit solutions that do

not rely on additional enhancements to the technology, such as multiple thresh

old voltages, or thick oxides capable of supporting large voltages. Such circuit

solutions tend to be more flexible and cost effective.
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Chapter 2

Switched-Capacitor Building Blocks

SWITCHED-CAPACITOR circuits are pervasive in highly integrated, mixed-
signal applications. This chapter describes the basic buildingblocks that

comprise these circuits. These blocks are thesample-and-hold (S/H), gainstage,
integrator,comparator. From these elements more complex circuits can be built

suchasfilters, analog-to-digital converters (ADC), anddigital-to-analog convert

ers (DAC). All sampled-data circuits, such as these, require a pre-conditioning,
continuous-time, anti-tdiasfilter to avoid aliasing distortion. A more detailed dis

cussion of this continuous-time blockcan be found in [31]. After the theory of

operationof each block is described,a brief discussionof practical non-idealities

follows. This chapter is not intended as a rigorous and detailed analysis; it is a

brief overview. A more rigorous analysis can be found in the references.

2.1 Sample-and-hold (S/H)

The sample-and-hold is the most basic and ubiquitousswitched-capacitor build

ing block. Before a signal is processed by a discrete-time system, such as an

ADC, it must be sampled and stored. This often greatly relaxes the bandwidth

requirements offollowing circuitry which nowcanworkwitha DC voltage. Be
causethe S/H is oftenthe first blockin the signal processing chain, the accuracy
and speed of entire application cannot exceed that of the S/H.

2.1.1 Top-plate S/H

In CMOS technology, the simplest S/Hconsistsof a MOSswitchand a capacitor

as shown in figure 2.1. When Vg is high the NMOS transistor acts like a linear

resistor, allowing the output K to track the input signal VJ. When Vg transitions
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V.

I:
Figure 2.1 MOS sample-and-hold circuit

low, the transistor cuts off isolating the input from the output, and the signal is
held on the capacitor at VJ,.

There are several practical limitations to thiscircuit. Because the RC network
has finite bandwidth, the output cannot instantaneously track the input when the
switch isenabled. Therefore, a short acquisition period must be allocated for this
(exponentially decaying) step response. After the S/H has acquired the signal,
there will be a tracking error due to the non-zero phase lag and attenuation ofthe
sampling network. The latter linear, low-pass filtering does not introduce distor
tion and isusually benign for most applications. The on-conductance, however,
of the transistor is signal dependent:

W9ds —9'Cox~J^{Yg —Vi —Vt) (2.1)

Thus the transfer function from input to output can become significantly non
linear if (V^ —Vi —Vt) is not sufficiently large. Adetailed analysis ofthese dy
namic errors can be found in [49].

When the switch turns off, clock feed-through and charge injection introduce
error in the output. When the gate signal Vg transitions from high to low, this step
AC couples to the output Vo via parasitic capacitances, such as Cgs and Cgd. Be-
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causetheoutputis a highimpedance node, thereisnowaytorestoretheDC level.

This coupling is called clock feed-through. This error is usually not a perfor
mance limitation because it is signal-independent andtherefore onlyintroduces
an offset and not distortion. To first order this error can be eliminated using a
differential configuration. Charge injection, however, is a signal-dependent er
ror. When switch is turned off quickly, the charge in the channel of the transistor

is forced into the drain and source, resulting in an errorvoltage. The charge in
the channel is approximately given by equation 2.2. Because q is signal depen
dent, it represents a gain error in the S/H output. There have been several efforts

to accurately characterize this error [49, 69, 76,77].

q = WLCo,(Vs -Vi- Vt) (2.2)

Thiscircuit isalso sensitiveto parasiticcapacitance. Anyparasiticcapacitance

at the output change the amount of signal charge sampled, which is often the crit

ical quantity in switched-capacitor circuits. Bottom-plate sampling can greatly

reduce these errors.

The channel resistance of the switch contributes thermal noise to the output.

This random error sets an upper bound on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). If the

wide-bandthermalnoise is integratedover all frequencies, the resultingvariance

in the output voltage is only dependenton the samplingcapacitanceC [15].

kT

vl = (2.3)

Jitter in the sampling clock or aperture error also introduces a random error

component to the output. If the sampling edge has an variance in time of , the

worst case voltagevariance while sampling a sine wave VJ = V sin(a;f) is [45]

is

(2.4)
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2.1.2 Bottom-plate S/H

A technique called bottom-plate sampling to first order eliminates some of the

errors in the top-plate S/H circuit. Figure 2.2 shows the bottom-plate sampling
configuration. While clocks 4"' and <j> are high, Vo tracks the input voltage VJ.
When clock <l>' transitions from high tolow, switch M2 turns off, and the charge
on node x is trapped. Because charge isconserved, the charge on capacitor C is
now fixed q = CVi, This is the defines sampling instant. When clock transi
tions from high tolow, switch Ml isturned offand the output isisolated from the
input.

V.
'HIZ M2

Figure 2.2 Bottom-plate sample-and-hold circuit

When M2 turns off, the voltage at node x is perturbed due to clock feed through
and charge injection. In this case, however, the charge injection is signal-mJe-
pendentbecause drain and source see afixed potential (ground). To first order this
eliminates signal-dependentcharge injection distortion. The remaining offset can
be further rejected with a differential configuration. The charge injection from
Ml does not alter the charge stored oncapacitor 0 due tocharge conservation.

Figure 2.3 shows apractical implementation ofbottom-plate sampling inadif
ferential configuration. This circuit uses a two-phase, non-overlapping clock.
During phase the input Vf issampled differentially onto Cp and C„ as described
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above. During phase ^2 the opamp is put into a unity gain conhguration. This
drives (\4p —14„) 0. Due to conservation ofcharge, the sampled input ap
pears at the opamp output Vo = K(sampled). Because the summing nodes of
the opamp are driven tothe same potential, no differential signal charge isstored
onparasitic capacitance at the opamp input. Furthermore, theopamp provides a
low-impedance output fordriving any following signal processing blocks.

Although the opamp greatly improves the performanceof the S/H circuit, it

adds substantial complexity to its design. Any offset in the opamp will appear
directly at theoutputin thisconfiguration. ForCMOS technologies thisoffsetcan
be in the range of 10-50mV typically. Foroffset sensitive applications, thereare

several auto-zeroing techniques applicable to switched-capacitor circuits [24].

The finite DC gain of the opampintroduces a fixed gain error:

^ C+Ci„

=lik
c 1 .« (1 +^)(1 - (2.8)

(2.9)

Where a is the DC opamp gain, / is the feedback factor, C = Cp = Cny Cip is
the opamp input capacitance. This fixed error does not introduce distortion and

is usually benign.

The finite bandwidth of the opamplimits the clock frequency of this circuit.
The clock period must be sufficiently long to allow the desired level of settling
accuracy at the opamp output. Typically the bias currents in the opampcan be
increased to increase the opamp bandwidth at the expense of increased power
consumption.
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Figure 2.3 Practical fullydifferential sample-and-hold circuit
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1 ±
Figure 2.4 Single-endedgain stage

In addition to the fundamental kT/C sampling noise, the opamp will add ther

malnoise duetoactive elements. If thenoise intheopamp canbe represented as
a singleinput-referred source as shown in figure 2.3, the totaloutput-referred

noise will be:

C
u? = 2^ -f- (2.10)

2.2 Gain stage

The sample-and-hold circuitshownin figure 2.3can be modified to provideboth

gainandsample-and-holdfunctions. Thisoperation iscommon inpipeline analog-
to-digital converters (section 3.3) and filters (section 3.1). Figure 2.4 shows a

gain stage that samples the input, applies gain, and holds the output value. A

single-ended version is shown for simplicity, but the following analysis applies
to a differential version which is most commonly used in practice.

To better understand the operation of this circuit, figures 2.2a and 2.2b show

thestatesof theswitches during phase1andphase 2 respectively. Duringphase 1

(figure 2.2a), the input VJ is sampled across The opamp is not used during
thisphase, and this timecanbe usedto perform auxiliary tasks such as resetting

common-mode feedback (section 5.3.8). The charge q is:
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Cf

q X

Figure 2.2a: Phase 1 Figure 2.2b: Phase 2

q = Cs(0 - Vf) = -CsVi (2.11)

Notice there isno charge stored on Cj since both sides are grounded. Bottom-
plate sampling is employed, and the sampling instant is defined by <!>[ as before.
During phase 2 (figure 2.2b), the opamp is put in anegative feedback configura
tion, forcing node x to zero (virtual ground). Because the input is also ground,
there is no charge storage on C^, and all the charge is transferred to Cj. Thus, a
voltage gain ofCslCj isachieved. Analytically, charge on node x is conserved.
soq = q':

_ j
q = q

-CsVi = C/(0-K)

Vo

Vi
9±
Cs

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

Ifwe consider the input Kas adiscrete-time sequence Vi{n) = Vi{nT\ where
T is thesampling period, then theoutput is

Vo{n) = ^K(n - 1). (2.15)

Thisequation reflects the oneperiod latency of thisdiscrete-time circuit.
Because this circuit incorporates an opamp, it has the same limitations as the

sample-and-holdcircuit infigure 2.3. Inaddition, the exact gain ofthe stage isde-
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(b

c

1 ±
Figure 2.5 Improved settlingspeedgain stage
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o V,

pendent onthecapacitor matching of Cs andC/. Forexample if Ca = Cj AC
then:

C APVein) =gK(n - 1) +̂ Vi{n - 1) (2.16)

In high-resolution applications, the secondtermcan represent a significant error.

Similarlyif the capacitors have a voltage-dependent value, the gain will be dis

torted (section 6.4.2).

Figure 2.5 shows another gain stage configuration that uses both the feedback

(C/) andsampling (C^) capacitors tosample theinput. Thisconfiguration hasthe
advantage that the opampsettlingis inherently faster for a given stage gain [46]

due a larger feedback factor.

The transfer function of this stage is:

Vo{n) =(^1 +g j - 1) (2.17)

Notice the gain is larger for the same capacitor loading. This effect can be sig

nificant for low-gain stages of 2 or 3 for example.
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Cf

C

1
O V„

Figure 2,6 Switched-capacitor integrator

2.3 Integrator

Another modification of the basic sample-and-hold circuit yields a switched-ca
pacitor integrator. Integrators are used throughout switched-capacitor filters (sec
tion3.1)andsigma-delta modulators (section 3.2). Figure 2.6shows a switched-

capacitor integrator. For simplicity the single-ended version is shown, but these

results apply to a differential implementation as well.

Thesame analysis used forthe gain stage (above) can beused forthe integrator.
Unlike thegain stage, the feedback capacitor C/ is notreset each cycle. There
fore, Cf accumulates previous sampled values:

Vo{n) = Vo(n - 1) -}- ~Vi(n - 1) (2.18)

The integrator has thesame performance limitations as thegain stage.

2.4 Comparator

Comparators arenotstrictly considered switched-capacitorelements. They, how
ever, oftenemploy switched-capacitor techniques andareusedinswitched-capacitor

applications suchaspipeline analog-to-digital converters andsigma-deltaanalog-
to-digital converters. Figure 2.7 shows a comparator suitable for use in a two-

phase, switched-capacitorcircuit. Forsimplicity, asingle-ended version is shown.
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preamp

H

Figure 2.7 Switched-capacitor comparator

but this circuit can be extended to a fully differential implementation.

During phase 1 the input signal VJ is sampled across capacitor C. Again, bot

tom plate sampling is employed using the early clockphase <!>[. Duringphase 2,

the reference voltage Ke/ is applied to the left side of the capacitor. The voltage

difference{Vre/ —K) appearsat the inputof the pre-amplifier. The pre-amplifier

amplifies this difference and applies it to the input of a regenerative latch. At the

end of phase 2 the pre-amplifier outputs are disconnected from the input. At the

beginning of phase 1 of the next cycle, the latch is strobed, creating digital logic

levels at the output.

Any offset voltage of the pre-amplifier is directly referred to the input of the

comparator. The potentially large offset of the latch is divided by the small-signal

gain of the pre-amplifier when referred to the input. Multiple pre-amplifiers can

be cascaded to further reduce the effective latch offset at the expense of power

consumption. If a low offset is required, auto-zero techniques can be employed

in the pre-amplifier(s) [3, 65,22,66].

The speed of the comparator is determined by the regenerative time constant

of the latch. Consider the representative latch shown in figure 2.8. It consists

of two inverters or amplifiers in a positive feedback loop, which are capable of
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R

R

a V.

I I
Figure 2.8 Regenerative latch time constant

amplifying a small difference in K and Vt to full logic levels. The time required

for this amplification is dependent on the initial difference. If the initial differ

ence between K and Vb when the latch is strobed is Vq, and the desired voltage

difference is V/, then the time required is [75,66]

^comp —
A-1

In © (2.19)

where r = RC and A is the small-signal gain of the inverters. Thus, for arbi

trarily small inputs, the amplification time is arbitrarily long or meta-stable. If

the input to the comparator is random, then there is a finite probability that the

comparator will not be able to render a decision in a given time period. If the

time given to make a decision is T, and the input is uniformly distributed from

[—V/, Vf] thenprobability that thecomparator willnotamplify to fulloutputlev
els is [75,66]

P(tcomp >T) = exp(^) (2.20)

This result is independent of thermal noise and offsets. Therefore, if P << 1

then the mean time to failure (MTF) is given by
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MTF « — (2.21)

where N arethe number ofconcurrently operating comparators inthesystem and
/ is thefrequency ofcomparisons persecond. Ina real design, r and T must be
chosen suchthatthemean timeto failure is sufficiently long, suchas thelifetime
of the system (e.g. 20 years).
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Chapter 3

Switched-Capacitor Applications

From the building blocks described in chapter 2, larger applications, such
as filters, sigma-deltaanalog-to-digital converters, pipelineanalog-to-digital

converters, and digital-to-analog converters can be built. This chapter gives a

brief overview of how these representative applications incorporate switched-

capacitor blocks. It is not intended as a rigorous and detailed analysis; a more

rigorous analysis can be found in the references.

3.1 Filters

Discrete-time filters are the most common application of switched-capacitor cir

cuits. Switched-capacitor filters were conceptualized in the early 1970's [26,33]

and soon after implemented in MOS integrated circuit technology [83,34,1,11].

They remain prevalent in mixed-signal interfaces today. The following section

gives a briefoverview of the operation of switched-capacitor filters, their capabil

ities, and performance limitations. A more detailed tutorial can be found in [30,

31].

Before the advent of active elements, filters were implemented with passive

elements, such as inductors, capacitors, and resistors. Practical inductors, how

ever, are typically lossy, limiting the attainable selectivity. Furthermore, at low

frequencies, the required size and weight of the inductors becomes large. On the

other hand, very high Q can be attained with practical capacitors. Active RC fil

ters were developed to exploit this fact and use active integrators to emulate RLC

networks.

Given a continuous-time transfer function, an active RC realization can be cre

ated by mapping it onto active RC integrators. For example, a very common
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jO)

Figure3.1 Poles positions of biquad in s-plane

function is thebiquad (two zeros and twopoles).

Vout K2S^ + KiS + Kq
yin(s) 52 + ^5 + a;2

The poles ofthis transfer function are shown in figure 3.1.

Wo = 5, .1 = \/®f+

Q =
2kf

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

The transfer function can then be (non-uniquely) algebraically partitioned into
the following form:

Vout = —(aiVx + aisVy + ...) (3.4)
s

Notice that Vout is expressed as the output of a ^ integrator. The terms 14 and
14 are intermediate signals containing either Kn, Vouty or the output of another
j integrator. It is sometimes helpful to represent the partition schematically as
shown infigure 3.2. Each arc in the graph is labeled with a weighting factor.
Expressions ofthis form map directly onto active RC integrators asshown infig
ure 3.3. The capacitoris set to unity value. In the actualrealization, once the in-
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Figure 3.2 Flow diagram of RC integrator
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Figure 3.3 Equivalent RC integrator
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CO.

V
V.

Figure 3.4 Flow diagram of low-Q biquad

tegrating capacitor value ischosen all other component values are scaled by the
same factor.

One partition for the biquad transfer function isshown in figure 3.1. This par
tition of the transfer function is not unique. The exact partition chosen is deter
mined by implementation considerations such as sensitivity to component varia
tion, capacitance spread (CmaxfCminX andpoleQ [31].

Using the equivalent RC integrators from figure 3.3, this flow diagram can
be directly mapped toan RC equivalent implementation as shown infigure 3.5.
Ideally, the transfer function of this circuit exactly matches equation 3.1. Real
integrated circuit implementations, however, suffer from non-ideal components.
While better than 1%component matching can be achieved on-chip, the absolute
tolerance on resistors and capacitors istypically 10%. This leads to poor control
over the actual placement ofpoles and zeros and errors inthe frequency response.
Furthermore, resistors are difficult toimplement inintegrated technologies. The
area is usually large and the linearity is poor which causes signal distortion.

Alternatively, discrete-time, switched-capacitor integrators can beused asde
scribed in chapter 2. As a first approximation, the switched capacitor at the in
put of the integrator can be modeled as a continuous-time resistor. Consider the

switched capacitor shown in figure 3.6. If the switches are operated on a two-
phase clock as shown, a charge Aq = C(Vi —V2) will flow through the capaci-
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Figure 3^ Active-RC equivalentof low-Q biquad
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tor. If the clock period is T, then the average current will be

iav — rp (3.5)

V1-V2
= (3.6)

T/C can then be thought of as the average resistance. Thus, the resistor val
ues in figure 3.5 can now be mapped directly to capacitance values, clocked at
a given frequency 1/T. Note that a negative value of resistance in figure 3.5

corresponds to using the clockphases shown in parentheses in figure 3.6. Intu
itively, a switched capacitor will better approximate a continuous-time resistor

if the switching frequency is large compared to the time constantof the circuit.

Analytically, this approximation is equivalentto:

z ^ « 1 5r

This is the mappingof thediscrete-time, z-domainto thecontinuous-time, s-domain.

The approximation holds for s = jw, |a;| 1/T asexpected. The resulting bi-
quad is shown in figure 3.7.

Finally,if a more accuratedesignis required,theexactz-domaintransferfunc

tion of the circuit in figure 3.7 can be determined from the time-domain difference

equations. The result is a biquadratic z-domain transfer function, which can be

mapped to its continuous-time equivalent usingthe bilinear transformation [60]
for example.

For higher-orderfilters, a cascade of biquadratic filters can be difficult to im

plement due to thehigh sensitivity to component values. The ladder filter topol
ogy overcomes many of these problems, and can be found in the references [61,

39, 30].

The performance of switched-capacitor filters is limited by theaccuracy of the
three basiccomponents-switches, capacitors, and opamps.

The linearityof the inputsamplingswitchesis a significant contributionto the

overall distortion. For MOS switches, the device conductance varies withinput
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Figure 3.6 Switched capacitor

Figure 3.7 Switched-capacitor equivalent of low-Qbiquad
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Band edge Dynamic range Technology Reference

20 MHz 76 dB GaAs [32]

10.7 MHz 68 dB BiCMOS [56]

10.7 MHz 42 dB CMOS [72]

6kHz 92 dB CMOS [9]

Table 3.1 Switched-capacitor filter performance

signal level, creating a signal-dependent time constant in the sampling network.

The distortion becomes more pronounced as the input signal bandwidth becomes

comparable to the sampling network bandwidth.

If diffusion layers are used to implement the capacitors, the capacitance may

have voltage-dependent characteristics. This effect also contributes to the overall

distortion. If poly-poly or metal-metalcapacitors are used, this effect is usually

negligible.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is limited by kX/Cthermal noise generated by

the sampling switches and opamptransistorthermal noise. The capacitorvalues

must be carefully chosen, so that the desired SNR can be achieved.

Finally, the accurateplacementof poles and zeros in the frequencydomain de

pends on the capacitor matching, opamp DC gain and settling time. Capacitor

ratios determinethe effectiveintegratortime constants,so although absoluteca

pacitance is not critical, relative matching is essential. 0.1% matching can typ

ically be obtained in contemporary CMOS technologies. The finite DC gain of

the opamp lowers the Q factor in thefrequencyresponsefrom its idealvalue. The

opamp settling time also limits the sampling rate of the overall filter. If the opamp

cannot settle to sufficient accuracy in each clock period, the poles and zeros will

shift in frequency domain of the overall filter response.

The performance of some reported switched-capacitor filters is shown in ta

ble 3.1.
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Figure 3.8 Sigma-delta analog-to-digital converterblockdiagram

3.2 Sigma-delta analog-to-digital converters

Another importantswitched-capacitor application is the sigma-deltaanalog-to-

digital converter [5,8]. Sigma-delta converters achieve highresolution by push

ing the quantization noise to high frequency and removing it with a digital filter.

Figure 3.8 shows the block diagram of a first-order, sigma-delta ADC. Intu

itively, thenegative feedback loopcausesthe outputtheDAGto on averageequal

the input voltage Vi. Therefore the output bits of the quantizer are a rough, low-

frequency representation of the analog input VJ. If the signal bandwidth is suffi

cientlysmaller thanthe samplingfrequency thenthe high frequency quantization

noise can then be digitallyseparatedand removedwith a low-passfilter (LPF) to

yield the final digital output signal Y.

Stated more analytically, the transfer function from Vi to Y is a pure delay. If

the quantizer is modeled as additive white quantization noise, the converter can

be treated as a linear system. Now the transfer function of the quantization noise

q to the output Y is a high-pass. Thus the quantization noise at low-frequencies

is suppressed as shown in figure3.9. The remaining high-frequency quantization

noise can then be removed with a the digital low-pass filter. The benefits increase

as the sampling rate is increased relative to the input signal bandwidth. This ratio

is called the oversamplingratio. The ideal output SNR increases 9dB per octave

in oversampling ratio. Thus, sigma-deltaconverterscan achieve very high reso

lution for small signal bandwidths, such as audio applications. By using a high
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Figure3.9 Power spectral density ofsigma-delta modulator output

oversampling ratio, an inherently linear, single-bit quantizer can be used which
is beneficial because itdoes not require any precision, matched components. Fi
nallya highoversampling ratio is alsoanadvantage because it relaxes the roll-off

characteristics of the anti-alias filter preceding the ADC.

Furthermore, more integrators may beadded toincrease the noise-shaping char
acteristics ofthe system. This dramatically reduces the in-band quantization noise.
Adding too many integrators, however, introduces loop stability problems.

Sigma-delta applications usually make heavy use of switched-capacitor cir
cuits. Switched-capacitor integrators usually used inthe forward path, and switched-
capacitor comparators and DACs are also used in the loop. It is the settling time
of the integrators, however, that typically limits the sampling rate ofthe system.

3.3 Pipeline Analog-to-digital converters

Pipeline analog-to-digital converters use a technique similar todigital circuit pipelin
ing to trade latency for throughput [45, 15]. In a pipeline converter only a few
bits are resolved at a time. This approach increases the throughput and reduces
the requirednumberof comparators compared to a flash or half-flash converter.

Figure 3.10 shows the block diagram of a pipeline ADC. The pipeline con
verter consists of N cascaded stages. Each stage samples an analog input and
does acourse B-bitquantization with asub-ADC. Using aDAC, the quantization
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Figure 3.10 Block diagram of a pipelined ADC
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Digital out

error can then be determined by subtracting the quantized value from the analog

input. This erroris then amplified byaprecision gain of2®"^ Theresulting full-
scale residue signal is further resolved by the remaining stages.

Each stage is typically implemented with switched-capacitorcircuits. The sub-

ADC can be constructed from switched-capacitor comparators, and the DAG out

put voltage can be generated capacitively as described in the following section.

The sample-and-hold/gain stages from chapter 2 can be used to generate the out

put residue. Again, it is the settling time of the gain stage opamp that limits the

converter throughput. Also, because a precision, inter-stage gain is required, the

capacitors must match to the same accuracy as the desired resolution of the over

all converter. There, however, is a large body ofwork devoted to the self-calibration

of pipeline converters [49].
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3.4 Capacitor digital-to-analog converters

Using theprinciple of charge division, an array of capacitors can beused to per
form digital-to-analog conversion [66]. Unlike resistor-string DACs, a switched

capacitor array doesnotconsume anystatic power. Furthermore, thecharge do
main nature of the capacitor DAC complements switched-capacitor integrators
in many applications such as sigma-delta modulators andpipeline ADCs.

Figure 3.11 shows one implementation of a capacitor DAC. During the reset

phase, theallswitches toground are closed and theothers areopened. Thereset
switch is first opened, then a digital codeword djv •••dzd2di (djke[0,1]) sets the
switch positions. The output voltage will then be

_ E£, diCi

If the codeword is binary weighted then thecapacitors Ok must also be binary
weighted. If the DAC mustdrivea largecapacitive or resistive load,a switched-

capacitor buffer canbeplaced at theoutput. The will add static power consump
tion.

The linearity of this type ofDAC is limited by thematching of the capacitors
in the array. The rate at which it can clocked is limited by the RC settling time
constants of the switching network.
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Figure 3.11 Switched-capacitor DAC
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Chapter 4

CMOS Technology Scaling

The miniaturization ofcomplementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor(CMOS)
technology hasenabled dramatic increases in integratedcircuitperformance

over the years. In the 1960'swhen integrated circuits cameinto production, the

minimum feature sizeswere greaterthan10//m. Contemporary fabrication facil
ities of the late 1990*s have 0.35/Lim and smaller sizes in production. Improve

ments in fabrication technology havealsogreatly increased functional production

yield to allow larger silicon dies to be economically manufactured. The result has

beenan increase in thenumberof transistors andfunctions perchip,circuitspeed,

and a reduction in powerconsumed per transistor. Early integratedcircuits con

sisted of only a few transistors. Contemporary microprocessors contain several

million transistors clocking at several hundred megahertz.

Theseadvances inCMOS circuitperformance havebeenenabledby the minia

turizationof theMOSFET. Clearly, as thedevicebecomessmallerandwaferyield

increases, more functional devices can be fabricated on the same die. As de

vice dimensions shrink, the parasitic capacitances also tend to decrease. Further

more, the reduction in channel length and gate oxide increase the current density,

achieving more current drive in the same area. The combined effect is a reduc

tion in propagationdelay allowinghigher throughputand clock rates for digital

circuits.

Although there are many potential problems, this trend of improved perfor

mance is expected to continue. Table4.1 shows one outline of expected advances

in CMOS technologyover the next decade [70]. The rate of advances may slow,

but it is thought that there are still many more performance gains that can be

achieved.

This chapter is an overview of the goalsof scaling CMOS technology and fo-
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Product shipment 1999 2001 2003 2006 2009 2012

DRAM bits/chip 1.07G I.7G 4.29G 17.2G 68.7G 275G

yp transistors/chip 21M 40M 76M 200M 520M 1.4B

DRAM area (mm^) 400 445 560 790 1120 1580

MPU area (mm^) 340 385 430 520 620 750

External clock (MHz) 1200 1400 1600 2000 2500 3000

Gate length (/zm) 0.14 0.12 0.1 0.07 0.05 0.035

Vdd (V) 1.5-1.8 1.2-1.5 1.2-1.5 0.9-1.2 0.6-0.9 0.5-0.6

Table 4.1 SIA Technology Roadmap 1997

cuses on the need for voltage supply scaling. Itprovides motivation for why low-
voltage operation is an important issue for future, and this may affect analog,
switched-capacitor circuits.

4.1 CMOS Scaling

The goals ofCMOS scaling are to increase the speed and density ofthe transis-
tors. This allows the design offaster circuits with more functionality orvalue
for a given area ofsilicon. An increase in speed requires a higher current den
sity per unit width oftransistor. The load capacitance per unit transistor width
has historically remained constant [37], therefore, an increase in current density
enables faster charging and discharging ofthis capacitance and lower propaga
tion delays. The increase in current density simultaneously translates to higher
device density per unit area of silicon.

Examination ofone model for the drain current ofasaturated MOSFBT, itcan
be seen that the critical dimensions for increasing current density are channel
length L and oxide thickness tox- In equation 4.2, Wis the device width, Vsat
is the carrier saturation velocity, and Cox = ^ox/tox is the gate oxide capacitance
per unit area.

^dsat — ^satCo
{y,s - Vt?

{Ygs —Vf) + ^satL (4.1)
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= ^VsatCox{Ygs ^ ^sai) (4'2)

A &satL{Vgs —Vt)
~ e.a,I +(n.-V,) (^-3)

It should be noted, however, thatthebenefits of channel length scaling diminish
as the drain currentbecomes dominated by velocity saturation.

Furthermore, the device dimensions, such as oxide thickness tox and junction
depth Xj, and doping Na must also be scaled to combat short-channel effects,

such as drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL). Otherwise, the device will not

behave likea transistor; namely a device whose current is controlled bythegate.
Several scaling models [35, 6] express the minimum achievable channel length
as a function of Ux, Xj, Wd (depletion width) as shown in equations 4.4 and4.5.

These dimensions must all be scaled together.

^min CX (4.4)

in.™ oc (4.5)

Froma speed performance perspective, as highan operating voltage as possi

ble is desired because this maximizes current density. However, the demand for

low-power circuits, and the unavoidable issue of device reliability require that

the voltage supply also be scaled down with device dimensions as shown in ta

ble 4.1. From this general trend, it is clear that circuits will need to operate at

1.5 V and below within a decade [70,18]. With each new generationof CMOS

technology, the appliedvoltages will need to be proportionately scaled to main

tain power density and reliable operation.

4.2 Voltage scaling for low power

The popularity of portableapplications, such as cellularphones, laptopcomput

ers, and digital assistants, has createda strongdemandfor low-power(long bat

tery life) integrated circuits. The power in digitalcircuits is a strong functionof

the supply voltage.
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P = CV^J-i-heakVdd

This equationillustratesthat the power P has twocomponents-dynamicswitch

ing energy and standby leakagecurrent. The former has a quadraticdependence

on the supply voltage (C is the load capacitance, and / is the average switch

ing frequency). This energy can be substantially reduced by modest reductions

in the supply voltage. The lattercomponent becomes substantial for largechips

with millions of transistors but is a weaker functionof the supply voltage. This

constraint also puts a lower bound on Vt scaling as discussed below in section 4.4.

For a technology optimized for low-power operation, the goal is to maintain

constantpowerdensityacrossscaling. In otherwords,morefunctions can be per

formed for the same power,or less power with be consumedfor the same number

of functions. In this scenario, a lower supply voltage is chosen at a modest sac

rifice in speed. Furthermore, circuitarchitectures incorporating parallelism have

been developedto allowvoltagescalingwithina giventechnology withouta loss

in speed performance for certain applications [13]. The alternative scenario is to

maximizeperformance at the expenseof increasing powerdensity. In this case,
thepowersupplyis chosenas largeas possible within leakage andreliability lim

its (section 4.3).

Tomanageleakagecurrents, the voltagesupplymust be scaled. There are three

major current leakage phenomenonin short channelMOS devices: drain-induced

barrier lowering,punch-through, and gate-induced drain leakage. All contribute

to current leakage from the drain whenthe device is in the off state. This leakage

impacts the power for die with a large number of devices as discussed above. For

DRAMcircuits, it also impairstheabilityto storechargefor longperiodsof time.

These leakage phenomenon place an upper-bound on the supply voltage.

For short channel devices, the electric field from the drain begins to have a

significant influence on the channel charge. This phenomenon is called drain-

inducedbarrier lowering(DIBL).The effectivethresholdvoltagedropsas a func

tion of the drain-to-source voltage Yds and the extent of the drain depletion region

into the channel [37].
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AK » Vd,e~ '̂'' (4.6)

h « oc (4.7)

Equation 4.7 further emphasizes the need for athin gate oxide to maintain strong
control over the channel. DIBL further exacerbates the problem of limited K
scalability (section 4.4).

Punch-through orsub-surface DIBL is another source ofcurrent leakage that
occurs even when Vg^ = 0. For sufficiently large Vdsy the drain and source deple
tion regions will begin to mergebelow the channel. This occurs because the in

creasing reverse bias onthe drain enlarges itsdepletion width, and thebulk is less
heavily doped below the surface due to the Vt implant. When the two depletion
regions touch, the potential barrier for diffusion carriers is greatly reduced. This
gives rise toacurrent component that isexponentially dependent onthe drain-to-
source voltage. Thus, tomaintain an acceptable amount ofleakage the magnitude
of Vda should be limited as as described by equation 4.8. where Na^b is the sub
strate doping concentration. The circuit designer can increase the punch-through
voltage by increasing thechannel length as shown in equation 4.8.

T/ T/ NsubL^< Vp oc ; • (4.8)
"1"

The last major source ofleakage isgate-induced drain leakage (GIDL). GIDL
occurs when the gate isgrounded (device cutoff) and the drain isatahigh voltage.
Thus,for an NMOS device, a depletion region forms in the n+drain. If the drain

voltage is high enough, aninversion layer of holes will begin to form. Because
the gateoverlaps both the n+ drain andthe p- channel, however, the holes flow
into the p- channel whichis at a lowerpotential. It is theorizedthat the holes are

not generated thermally, butby electrons tunneling across theoxideviaband-to-
band tunneling. This leakage current puts a lower bound on the off-state leakage
in a device.

Equation 4.9 [37] shows the maximum allowed voltage across the gate and
drain, where Egidi is electric field in the oxide that induces tunneling (typically
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4MV/cm), 1.2Vis the bandgapvoltage, and Vps is the MOSFETflat-band volt

age (approximately OV for n+ poly over n+drain and 1.1Vfor n+ poly over p+
drain).

< Egidl • tox + 1.2V —VpB- (4.9)

4.3 Voltagescaling for reliability

The voltage limitations of the technology dictate that in mixed-signal applica
tions, the integrated analog circuits operate atthe same low voltage as the digital
circuitry. Furthermore, in achieving low-voltage operation, the reliability con
straints of the technology must not beviolated. Therefore it is important tothor
oughly understand the reliability issues and how not to over stress CMOS de

vices.

Most critical are oxide breakdown and hot-electron effects which can cause

CMOS circuit failure ora degradation in performance. ACMOS technology is
typically designed such that these failure modes occur at a similar stress level

which isan important factor indeterinining the rated supply voltage. Therefore,
if the following device voltages are kept within the rated supply voltage, a long
circuit lifetimecan be assured withhigh confidence.

4.3.1 Gate oxide breakdown

A thin gate oxide is desirable because it increases the current density of the de
vice and allows the gate tocontrol the channel charge effectively. Ifother device
dimensions are scaled without also scaling the gate oxide, the device experiences
various short-channel effects such as drain-induced barrier lowering asdiscussed
above. If, however, the oxide thickness is scaled and the applied voltage is not
also proportionately scaled, then the electric field in the oxide increases. A suffi

ciently large electric field will cause the oxide to instantaneously break down or
tobreak down over time (called time-dependent dielectric breakdown-TDDB).

Oxide failures have been experimentally found tooccur inthree distinct groups [82].
The first occurs under very weak electric fields typically less than IMV/cm. It
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is thought that these cases have gross defects, such as pin holes that immedi
ately conduct. This is typically the statistically least commonfailure. The sec

ond group breaks down under moderate fields from 3-7MV/cm. This is the most

common failure mode andthelevel of fields typical in integrated circuits. In this
case, it isthought that some minor defects exist that assist the breakdown process.
Potential defects could be contaminants in theoxide, surface roughness, or vari
ations in oxide thickness. The last group occurs above 8MV/cm. This is called

intrinsic or defect free breakdown.

The first group is relatively rare and can be screened outwith bum-in testing.
The second group with minor defects is the largest concern. Oxide breakdown

can alsooccurat lowerfield strengths overa longerperiodof time. Thus, break

down becomes a long-term reliability issue. As the total oxide areaper die de
creases, however, the probability of oxide defects also decreases. Thus, a small

number of devices canbe subjected to largervoltages without statistically reduc
ing the overall circuit lifetime. For a small oxide area, theprobability of being
defect free is high and can approach intrinsic break down fields of 8MV/cm.

Theexactphysical mechanism thatcauses oxide breakdown isnotfully known.
There are, however, several plausible theories. Most theories agree that elec

trons tunnel into the oxide conduction band via Fowler-Nordheim tunneling as

shownin the energy-band diagramin figure 4.1. This process involveselectrons

at equilibrium or "cold" electrons, unlike"hot" electron injection described be

low. Once these electrons reach the conduction band of the oxide, the electric

field accelerates them toward the gate.

Some theories propose that these energetic electrons then generate electron-

hole pairs [20, 41, 14]. A fraction of these "hotholes" then can be trapped in
oxide traps. This charge locally increases the electric field and in tum increases

the local tunnelingcurrent. If enoughpositivechargeis accumulated, the tunnel

ing barrier is reduced sufficiently to let current to freely flow and the oxide has

been broken down.

Analternate theory proposes that theenergetic electrons collide withthe crys
tal lattice at the gate-Si02 interface andbreak Si-Obonds, forming defects [79].
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poly SI

Figure 4.1 Fowler-Nordheim tunneling

The positively charged defects locally attract more electrons that deepen the dam
age into the oxide. Eventually a conductive path is formed through theoxide.

Both theories support the empirical findings that the timeto oxidefailure is a
function of applied voltage, time duration, and defect density. One quantitative
model for the lifetime Ibd of gate oxide relates these three parameters [54].

1
1 f*BD (

= r / rTo Jo \
OX.efl

Vo.{t)
dt (4.10)

tq and G areconstants, X^jf is theeffective oxide thickness due to defects, and

Vox{t) is the time-dependent voltage across the oxide. Equation 4.10 shows that
it is theaccumulation of stressovertimethatdetermines breakdown. Thus,short

ACor transient stress is less harmful than DCstress. This equation can be sim
plifiedfor the case when Vox is constant. Equation 4.12 shows that under such

DC stress, the lifetime of gate oxide is exponentially dependent on the field in
the oxide. Bid is the electric field in the oxide that causes breakdown. For circuit

lifetime of 30 years, E\,d is typically 5MV/cm [55]. This value allows for sta-
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tistical defects. For defect-free oxide(i.e. small area) the intrinsic breakdown is

approximately 7-8MV/cm [35]. tox is thegateoxidethickness. Astheoxidevolt-

Vox increases beyond Ebd, the lifetime ofthe oxide decreases exponentially
where ro(T) w lO'̂ ^s and G(T) « 350MV/cm forT = 300K.

Vox < Ebd-tox (4.11)

tBD = (4.12)

Thus, asoxide thickness tox is scaled toimprove device performance, thevolt
age supply must also be scale to maintain the same device lifetime. For small

sub-sections ofcircuits, such asthe small, analog portion ofalarge, mixed-signal
die, however, it may bepossible to allow higher oxide fields because the proba
bility of oxide defects is lower fora small area. Yield Y (probability of a defect
in a given area) is anexponential function of defect density D andareaA [44] as

shown in equation 4.13. Thus, oxide lifetime is a function of the magnitude of
the voltage across the oxide, the dutycycleof voltage stress, and the areaunder

stress.

Y = (4.13)

4.3.2 Hot-electron effects

As the channel length of the device becomes shorter, if the drain-to-source volt

age is not proportionately reduced, the electric field alongthechannel increases.

If the peak electric field is sufficiently large, electrons in the channel are accel

erated to the point where they cause damage that degrades deviceperformance
over time or causes instantaneous breakdown.

Figure4.2 illustrates how energetic "hot"electrons aregenerated in an NMOS
device. The device gate G must be biased above threshold, such that a conductive

channel of electrons exists. Then when a large Yds is applied, 1. electrons are
accelerated bythelarge lateral electric field. 2. These electrons strike thecrystal
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lattice in the drain depletion region and create electron-hole pairs through im
pact ionization. 3. If the generated electron has more than approximately 1.5eV
it can tunnel into theoxide. This accumulation of trapped charge will lower satu
ration current Idsat, cause Vt drift, lower the linear region transconductance, and

degrade the sub-threshold slope St. 4. The generated holes will either be col

lected by the substrate or the source. In both cases, resistive drops in the sub
strate tend toforward bias the source-bulk junction. 5. This causes minority car
rier electrons to be injected into the bulk via lateral BIT action. These carriers

then cause more impact ionization, which closes a positive feedback loop. If a
sufficient number ofelectrons are injected, the device will experience snapback
breakdown or latch-up rendering it in operable and large current will flow into
the substrate.

Figure 4.2 Hot electron effects

Hot electron generation is a strong function of the maximum lateral electric

field. This value can be analytically modeled by equation 4.14 [12, 42]. This
model shows that hot-electron stress is worst for large Vds with short channel
length and low (Vgs —Vt)- Ildd is the effective length of the lightly doped re
gion. Ildd canbeincreased toallow larger applied voltages. Theincreased series
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resistance, however, degrades the device's current carryingcapability. Therefore,
the trade-off between reliability and speed, implies there isan optimal choice of
Vdd that maximizes speed given anmaximum allowed Emax-

_ (Vps —Vdsat)
*7#*UX ^

/ w 4-ln)£f (4.15)

A ^aatLiyos-Vt)
- e..L^{Vos-v,)

Similar to oxide stress, low levels of hot-electron stress can accumulate over

time tolead totime-dependent degradation. DC stress is the most damaging. AC
stresscanbede-rated asa function of thedutycycle. Empirical simulations show,
fora typical inverter, the combination of Vg and Yd gives aneffective hot-carrier
stress given by equations 4.17, 4.18. T is the period, L is the rise time of the

output, and f/ is the fall time of the output.

(4.14)

lifetime AT
NMOS: .— = — (4.17)

DC lifetime L

AC lifetime lOT

™'̂ ^DCU5to = 17 »•'»

Hot carrier protection lightly doped drain (LDD) structures permit higher volt
ageoperation, butadd series drain resistance which degrades speed. Therefore,
anoptimal Vdd exists that maximizes speed for a given a fixed reliability level.

Thus, thechoice ofpower supply voltage foraCMOS technology isa trade-off
ofspeed, power, and reliability. Forspeed, generally the highest voltage allowed
byleakage and reliability considerations isdesired. Alarge supply voltage maxi
mizes the drain saturation current, which allows faster dis/charging ofcapacitive
loads. Oxide TDDB and hot-electron damage, however, set the voltage upper-
bound. Forthelatter, LDD design can extend theallowable voltage before series
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resistance begins to defeat the speed benefits. If low-poweroperation is desired,

the voltage supply is scaled more aggressively. This has the benefit of greatly

reducing dynamic switching energy reducing voltage dependent leakage

currents, and allowing more aggressive scaling of the device dimensions that im

prove performance (oxide thickness, channel length). The trade-offis a reduction

in speed gains with each technology generation. Most likely, the historical trend

of doubling circuit speed every two technology generations will probably slow.

4.4 Fundamental scaling limits

Certainly many technologicaladvances in semiconductormanufacturingneed to

be made to realizethe circuitperformance shown abovein table4.1 and beyond.

Moreover, there are fundamental limits to the scaling of CMOS devices as they

are presently used and implemented. It is unclear if solutions can be found to

these problems.

For oxide thin oxides less than 6nm the phenomenon of direct tunneling be

gins to occur. The rate of tunnelingis larger than predictedby Fowler-Nordheim

tunneling. For these thin oxides there is significantprobabilityof an electron tun

neling directly across the bandgap of Si02 without entering the oxide conduc

tion band. For oxides thinner than 3nm, the rate of tunneling reaches a critical

pointwherethechargescannotbereplenished byequilibrium thermal generation.

Thus, it becomesdifficultto form the inversionlayer necessary for transistorop

eration. This limit may be the lower bound of oxide thicknesses.

Scalingthe voltagesupply also requires scaling the threshold voltage in order

to increase the drain saturation current. Otherwise, scaling the device does not

result in an increase in speed performance. There are fundamental limitations,

however, to how small Vt can be made. A non-zero VJ allows the sub-threshold,

off-state, drain leakage current to be sufficiently small. The amount of leakage

current that exists when the gate is grounded depends on the sub-threshold swing

St of thedevice. St isdefined as thereduction in Vgs thatresults ina 1Ox decrease
in the sub-threshold current. The fundamental lower bound of St is 2.3kTlq or

about 60mV at room temperature. Imperfections in a typical device cause St to
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be 80-100mV. An approximate model for the sub-threshold current at zero gate
bias is given by equation 4.4[64].

hcak =
fim

As an example a VLSI circuit with 10®/zm of transistor width will have 100mA

of leakage current with a threshold voltage of 0.38V. Thus, threshold voltages
lower than 0.3VforVLSI are problematic. This problem isexacerbated byshort-
channel roll-off due to DIBL andpunch-through for shortchannel lengths.

The value of Vt also becomes more difficult to control for smaller devices due

to thestatistical variation of thenumber of dopant atoms inchannel region. Even
if absolute Vt variation remains constant, the variation as a fraction of the gate
bias Vga —Vt increases as Vdd is scaled down. It has been shown that the statisti

cal variation of digital circuit propagation delay due to this effect increases dra

matically below IV for a sub-0.5/zm CMOS process [74]. Thisproblem makes it

difficult to achieve reasonable performance yield. Vt variation between devices

on the same die also presents a matchingproblemfor precisionanalog circuits.

4.5 Analog circuit integration

It is clear that for reasons of low power and reliability, the operatingvoltage for

CMOS technology will be greatly reducedin the future. For digital circuits, it is

clear therewill be an increasein performancethroughdevicescaling. For mixed-

signal applications, withintegrated analog circuitry, the reduction in supply volt

age presents new challenges (chapter 5). Analog designers are accustomed to

having 3V to 5V to work with. With supplies of 1.5V and lower in the near fu

ture, new circuit techniques will need to be developed. The alternative is to add

specialprocessing, such as thick oxidesand multiplethresholdvoltages to allow

analog sections to run at higher voltages. Such special processing, however, de

tractsfrom the cost benefits of mixed-signal integration andwouldpreferablybe

avoided. It is always desirable to be as technology-independent as possible for

maximum flexibility and lowest cost. In the worst case, separate technologies
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couldbe used in a multi-chip module, or separate packages. This lowerintegra
tion solution, however, would greatly increase the overall cost of manufacture

and testing.

Most technologies are designed with a single voltage Vdd in mind. Clearly if
all no absolute node voltage exceeds Vdd reliable operation can be assured with
highconfidence. Thisabsolute restriction, however, may beoverly conservative.
Consider the mechanisms of device degradation discussed above-DIBL, punch-
through, GIDL, TDDB, andCHE. In steady-state, it is only the relative terminal
voltages Vgs, Vgd, and that arecriticalas shown in figure 4.3. If these critical

terminal voltages are kept within the rated operating voltage Vdd of the technol

ogy, the relevant electric fields in the device (which are defined by relative po
tentials) will notover-stress the device. Long-term, reliable operation canstill be
maintained.

Figure 4.3 Relative potential determines reliability

The fact that reliability is determined by relative potential and not referenced
to an absolute voltage such as ground, can be exploited by certain analog cir
cuits. For example, the absolute Vg referenced to ground may exceed the rated
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Vdd if Vgs < Vdd IS maintained. This fact has been exploited in implementing
the low-voltage MOS switch described in chapter 5. Care mustbe taken, how
ever, that the source-to-substrate anddrain-to-substrate junctions do not exceed
reverse breakdown voltages. These voltages are referenced to absolute ground
(assuming a grounded substrate). This reverse breakdown, however, is typically
much larger than the supply because the substrate is doped much less than the
drain and source diffusions.
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Chapter 5

Low-voltage Circuit Design

Thereliability constraints ofscaled CMOS technology require low-voltage
operation as discussed in chapter 4. Furthermore, chapter4 discussed the

types of device stress and modes of operation that are allowable. These new con

straints impact how circuits are implemented foranalog, switched-capacitor ap
plications. This chapter discusses theimpact ofoperating atlow voltage and spe
cific implementations of low-voltage, switched-capacitor building blocks.

5.1 Low-voltage, switched-capacitor design issues

The reduction in supply voltage introduces several factors that complicate the
design of low-voltage, analog circuits. This discussion focuses specifically on
CMOS switched-capacitor circuits.

As the supply voltage is scaled down, the voltage available to represent the
signal is reduced; therefore dynamic range becomes an important issue. In or
der to maintain the same dynamic rangeon a lowersupply voltage, the thermal

noise in the circuit must also be proportionatelyreduced. There, however, exists

a trade-off between noise andpower consumption. Because of this strong trade
off, it will be shown thatunder certain conditions, the power consumption will
actually increase as the supply voltage is decreased.

Considerthe typical switched-capacitor circuit shown in figure5.1. It consists

of a classA,operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) operating froma sup
plyvoltage Vdd with astatic biascurrent I. TheOTA isconfigured with capacitive
negative feedback anddrives a fixed capacitive load. For high-resolution appli
cations, the dynamic rangeof such a circuitis oftenlimitedby thermal noise. If
thecircuit is then optimized forminimum power, it canbe shown thatthepower

49
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Figure5.1 Typical class A, switched-capacitorcircuit

will tend to increase asthe supply voltage is lowered [10]. This result can bede
rived from a few simplifying assumptions. First, the power in the circuit is the
static biascurrent times the voltage supply.

P^I'Vu (5.1)

Second, if the OTA can be modeled as a single transistor, then the bias current
is proportional to the transconductance times the gate over-drive. There exists
an optimal value of —Vf) that minimizes the power consumption. If this
[Vga —Vt) is too small, then the fj (unity current gain frequency) of the device
will be too small. In that case, either itis infeasible to meet the specified speed, or
the device must be prohibitively large to make the load insignificant compared to
the intrinsic device parasitics. Such alarge device consumes excessive power. If
the value of(V^^ - Vt) is too large, then the I/g^n ratio is too large and the device
consumes more power than isnecessary to meet thedesired speed (i.e. it is over-
designed). Thus, for minimum power, there exists an optimal value Vgt{opt) that
is a function of the technology andload.

I ^ 9m' [Vga —Vi) = Qm ' Vgt(opt) (5.2)

Third, the closed loop bandwidth ofthe circuitmust be high enough to achieve the
desired settling accuracy at the given sampling rate fa. For simplicity, the loading
ofcapacitive feedback network is not included in the bandwidth expression. In
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fact, thereexists an optimum for minimum powerthat makesthe feedbackload

ing a certain fraction of the output load C.

^ (5.3)
Finally, thedynamic range (DR) isproportional tothesignal swing, aVdd (where
0 < a < 1), squared over the sampled kT/C thermal noise, a represents what

fraction of the availablevoltagesupply is being utilized.

kTDR<x{aVddf/-^ (5.4)
Fromthese assumptions, it follows thatfor a given technology, dynamic range,
andsampling rate, thepower will be inversely proportional to thesupply voltage

Vdd (eq. 5.5). Furthermore, thepower is inversely proportional to the square of
fractional signalswinga. Althoughthe supplyvoltageis a fixedconstraintof the

technologywhichcannot be modified, the circuit designercan choose a. There

fore, to minimize power consumption, it is important to use circuits that maxi

mize the availablesignal swing, a. As the device technology improves, (shorter

channel length) the power-optimal value of Vgt willdecrease whichwill tend to

mitigate the trend of an increase in powerconsumption. For sufficiently small

Vgu however, the I/gm ratio will approacha constant due to sub-thresholdcon
duction. Therefore, power consumption will most likely be flat or tend to in

crease.

If the settling time of thecircuitis dominated by slew-rate, the aboveanalysis
can be modified by substituting equation 5.3 with equation 5.6 below.

C(aVdd)

This modifies the final result, such that the power is independent of the power
supply voltage, but still inversely proportional to the fractional signal swinga.

oc /, (5.6)
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„ kTDRf,
P <x : (5.7)

Q

Threshold voltage variation also becomes a larger problem at low voltage. As
device geometries become smaller and the threshold Vt is scaled, the variation
in device Vt becomes more difficult to control. As discussed in chapter 4, this
creates matching problems in precision analog circuits. Precision devices may
be required to use larger than minimum geometries andtherefore fail to benefit
from device scaling. Another solution is to use offset cancellation techniques or
offset-insensitive architectures, such as the low bits-per-stage pipeline ADC.

Another critical problem in designing switched-capacitor circuits on a low-
voltage supply is the difficulty ofimplementing MOS switches. Typically in a
switched-capacitor circuit an analog input signal, V, is sampled through aMOS
switch ortransmission gate as shown in figure 5.2 (see also chapter 2). Ideally
the switch in the on-state acts as a fixed linear conductance gds. In practice the
conductance of the switch varies with the signal voltage as shown in the right
half offigure 5.2. Plotted in the figure is the switch conductance versus input
signal Vi forthree different supply voltages. The dashed line shows theindivid
ualconductances of theNMOS andPMOS devices, andthesolid lineshows the

effective parallel conductance. In the top case, Vdd is much larger than the sum of
the two threshold voltages, Vtn and VJp. In this case, it easy to achieve alarge on-
conductance from rail to rail for Vi. In the middle case, Vdd is comparable to the
sum ofthe threshold voltages, and there isasubstantial drop in conductance when
Vi approaches Vdd/2. Finally, inthe bottom case where Vdd isless than the sum of
the two threshold voltages, there is a large range of Vi forwhich the switch will
not conduct. Previous work [15,80] has addressed this problem by using voltage
boosting circuits that subject devices to large terminal voltages. This technique,
however, introduces potential long-term reliability oxide problems. Section 5.2
introduces analternate approach to this problem.

Finally, operational amplifiers become more difficult to implement atlow volt
age. Section 5.3describesafolded-cascode, common-sourcecascadethat achieves
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Figure 5.2 Conductance of MOS switches
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PMOS

Vtn Vdd

gain and bandwidth sufficient for moderate resolution, video-rate applications.

Thefollowing sections describe low-voltage implementations of these critical

switched-capacitor buildingblocks.

5.2 Reliable, high-smng MOS switch

As previously discussed, transmission gates cannot bedirectly realized on a sup
plyvoltage below thesumof thetwothreshold voltages. Therefore, analternate
approach is required. Earlier bootstrap implementations [15] resulted in (rela
tive terminal) voltage stress exceeding the supply by a large margin. Another
approach hasbeen to useswitched-opamps thatcanbe turned onandoff[17,4].
The clock rates of these circuits has been limited well below video rates. In this

work, abootstrapped switch was designed toobserve device reliability consider
ations.
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5.2.1 Operation

Thisswitch is conceptually a single NMOS transistor as shown in figure 5.3. In
the "ofT* state, the gate is grounded and the device is cutoff. In the "on" state, a

constant voltage of Vjd is applied across the gate to source terminals, and a low

on-resistance is established from drain to source independent of the input signal.
Although the absolute voltage applied to thegate may exceed Vdd for a positive
input signal, none of therelative terminal-to-terminal device voltages exceed Vdd-
In chapter 4 it was shown that this will not degrade the lifetimeof the device.

n-

OFF ON

Figure 5.3 Bootstrapped MOS switch

The switch operates on a two phase clock as shown in figure 5.4. During the
"off' phase on the left, theswitch is turned off by grounding the gate. Simulta
neously, thecapacitor, which acts asthebattery, ischarged tothe supply voltage.
During the "on" phase thecapacitor is then switched across the gate andsource

terminals of the switching device.

1
J

T

T
r
L,

Figure 5.4 Operation of bootstrap switch

\
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Figure 5.5 shows the actual bootstrap circuit. It operates on a single phase
clock (f) that turns the switch Mil on and off. During the offphase, (t> is low.
Devices M7 and MIO discharge the gate of Mil to ground. At the same time,

Vdd isapplied across capacitor C3 by M3 and Ml2. This capacitor will act asthe
battery across the gate and source during the on phase. M8 and M9 isolate the
switch from C3 while it ischarging. When <l> goes high, M5 pulls down the gate
of M8, allowing charge from the battery capacitor C3 to flow onto the gate G.
This turns on both M9 and Mil. M9 enables the gate G to track the input volt
age S shifted by Vdd, keeping the gate-source voltage constant regardless of the
input signal. Forexample, if the source S is at Vdd, then gate G is at 2Vdd, how
ever, Vgs = Vdd' Because the body (nwell) ofM8 istied its the source, latch-up is
suppressed. NotethatnodeS is bestdriven by a low-impedance dueto theadded
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capacitance at this node. This circuit will be represented later by the symbol at

the bottom the figure. Node S is indicated by the arrow, and the bubble on the

gate indicates the inverted clock input.

Two devices in figure 5.5 are not functionally necessary but improve the circuit

reliability. Device M7 reduces the Yds and Vgd experienced by device MIO when

<^ = 0. The channel length of M7 can be increased to further improve its punch-

through voltage. Device Ml3 ensures that Vg^s does not exceed Vdd-

Ml, M2, Cl, and C2 form a clock multiplier [15] that enables M3 to unidirec-

tionally charge C3 during the off phase. This entire circuit was carefully designed

such that no device experiences a relative terminal voltage greater than Vdd- This

circuit is similar to a previous low-distortionsampling switch approaches [28,19,

59, 68, 7] that provide a constant Vgs across the switchingdevice. In this case,

however, there is the added constraint of device reliability.

Figure 5.6 shows the conceptual output waveforms of the bootstrap circuit.

When the switch is on, its gate voltage, V^, is greater than the analog input signal,

1^,by a fixeddifferenceof Vdd. This ensures the switch is operated in a manner

consistent with the reliability constraints. Because the switch is relatively in

dependent of the signal, rail-to-rail signals can be used which is important in min

imizing power consumption as discussed in section 5.1. Furthermore, the switch

linearity is also improved and signal-dependentcharge injection is reduced. Vari

ations in on-resistance due to body effect, however, are not eliminated.

5.2.2 Design guidelines

Although it is difficultto derive an analytic set of design equations for this circuit,

some general design guidelines are given. The capacitor values should be cho

sen as small as possible for area considerations but large enough to sufficiently

charge the load to the desired voltage levels. The device sizes should be chosen

to create sufficiently fast rise and fall times at the load. The load consists of the

gate capacitance of the switching device Mil and any parasitic capacitance due

to the interconnect between the bootstrap circuit and the switching device Mil.

Therefore, it is desirable to minimize the distance between the bootstrap circuit
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Figure 5.6 Conceptual bootstrap circuitoutput
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and the switch in the layout.

Oncethe loadis known, the otherdevicesizescanbe chosen. First,C3 niustbe

sufficiently large tosupply charge tothegate of the switching device in addition
toall parasitic capacitances inthe charging path. Otherwise, charge-sharing will
significantly reduce the boosted voltage according to equation 5.8, where Op is
thetotal parasitic capacitance connected to the top plate of C3 while it is across
the main switching device Mil.

C3

Several bootstrap circuits were designed for the pipeline ADC prototype de
scribed in chapter 7. In this design, typical values ofC3 were 0.5 pF to 1.8 pF
which was approximately six times Cp. These capacitors were implemented with
poly over n-diffusion layers with approximately 2

M3 and M12 need to be large enough to charge C3 to Vdd during the reset phase.
Because C3 is not fully discharged during the "on" phase, however, the voltage
across C3 does not change too much. C1 then needs to be chosen large enough
so that the boosted voltage at the gate ofM3 is sufficient to turn M3 on (approx
imately 2Vdd)' Similarly C2 needs to be large enough to boost the gate ofMl to
turn it on. These device sizes do not directly affect the rise and fall time at the
load, however.

M8 and M9 are critical tothe rise time ofthe voltage atthe load. The (W/L) ra
tio should be increased until the rise time begins to decrease due to self-loading.
M7 and MIO alone are responsible for the fall time and should be sized appro
priately.

Due to the auxiliary devices, significant parasitic capacitance is introduced at
node S" particularly if there is a large bottom-plate parasitic associated with
floating capacitor C3. Therefore, itisbest to drive this node with low-impedance
output. This, circuit, however, can still be used on the transfer switch of an inte

grator which sees a high impedance. If a fully-differential integrator is used, the
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charge sharing caused by theparasitic capacitance creates only a common-mode
error. If there is a mismatch in the parasiticcapacitancesof the two differential

halves, a DCoffset is added to theintegrator, which is indistinguishable from an
opamp offset. The DC offset is proportional to the amount of mismatch in the

two halves. CertainDC offsets in switched-capacitor filterscan corrected at the

system level [51,81].

5.2.3 Layout considerations

Thereliability ofthiscircuit canbefurther improved bycarefully laying outsome
of thecritical devices. Although the relative voltages between gate, source, and
drain do notexceed V^d, thedrain-to-substrate and source-to-substrate voltages
of somedevices exceedsVdd (assuming an nwellprocess). DevicesMl, M2, M3,

and M7 aresubjected to this large voltage. Typically a CMOS technology is de
signed such that thereverse breakdown ofa stand alone n+/p-junction isapprox
imately 3Vdd [36]. This voltagecalled BVdss is tested under the condition that the

gateandsource aregrounded. In a NMOS transistor, however, a n+/p+junction
is formed between then+drain (orsource) and the p+channel-stop implant. The
break-down voltage is further reduced when it is under a thin oxide as shown in

figure 5.7. The right-hand side shows a cross-section of the transistor through
plane AB. Thebreak-down voltage in this region is typically designed to 1.7Vdd-

Using a circular drain or "race track" layout, the p+ channel stop can be re
moved around the drain to add another 1-2V to the break-down voltage. Fig
ure 5.8 shows the layout of a circular drain device.

The lightly-doped drain region can also be extended to further increase the

drain breakdown voltage. Byusing the PMOS photo-resist mask already present
in most processes, this LDD region can be extended into the drain as shown in

figure 5.9. This step will increase the series drain resistance but will also increase

the drain break-down 1-2V. By combining thecircular drain layout and the ex
tended LDD, BVds3 can typically be increased 2-4V [36].

Thus, for improved reliability, the sources of devices Ml, M2, M3 and the

drain of M7 should be laid outcircularly with extended LDD regions. Finally,
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Figure 5.7 Weakest region of drain reverse break-down
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Figure 5.8 Circular drain layout
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(a) lightly doped drain implant
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(c) improved break-down drain structure

Figure 5.9 Processing steps for improved break-down drain
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the "off" drain-to-source voltage ofM7 can exceed introducing a potential
punch-through problem. If,however, thechannel length ofthisdevice isincreased
(typically 1.5xL„„„) this punch-through voltage can besignificantly beyond the
supply voltage.

Onepotential transient reliabilityproblemexistsfor thiscircuit. If therise time
of thevoltage at thegate is toofast, a large voltage could exist across theoxide of
the switching device before achannel isformed toequalize the potential between
source anddrain. Consider thecase where theswitching device's source isdriven
by alow-impedance voltage Vdd and the drain isattached toa large capacitor dis
charged toground. As the switching device turns on, avoltage ofapproximately
2Vdd will be generated on the gate. Before achannel isformed and the capacitor
ischarged to Vdd, an excessive voltage greater than Vdd may exist across the gate
todrain terminals. This effect could create an oxide reliability problem. One so
lution would betoreduce the rise time bydecreasing the W/L ofM9 and orM8. It
should also be noted that the lifetime ofgate oxide is roughly inversely propor
tional to the voltage duty cycle [54]. Therefore, transient stress is less harmful
thanDC stress. Furthermore, this typeof stress wasnot seen in the simulations
of the ADC prototype described inchapter 7. Amore thorough investigation of
these transient effects using a reliability simulator such as the Berkeley Reliabil
ity Tool (BERT) [38] would be useful.

5.3 Opamp

Opamps become more difficult to properly bias on a low supply voltage. It is
the opamp biasing that often limits the minimum supply voltage for switched-
capacitor circuits. Figure 5.10 shows the practical minimum supply voltage fora
class A, CMOS amplifier. At a minimum, the supply must be able to support
a common source device driven by another common source stage. Therefore,
the minimum supply voltage is K + ^Vdsat' This value can be thought of as a
benchmark for low-voltage opamps. A good low-voltage opamp candidate will
approach this value.
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5.3.1 Application

V V

HC Vdsat HL

H1 V
gs 1

Figure 5.10 Minimum practicalsupplyvoltage

Vdd < Vgs + Vdsat

< V/ + 2Vdsat
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(5.9)

(5.10)

In switched-capacitor applications, opamps areconfigured either as integrators
orgain-stages asdescribed inchapter 2. This discussion will focus ondesign for
gain-stages. Recall that a gain-stage operates on a two-phase clock. These two
phases areshown infigure 5.3.1. During phase 1theopamp is inactive andaux
iliary tasks such ascommon-mode feedback reset or input offset cancellation can
beperformed. During phase 2 the opamp isactively amplifying asignal and gen
erating a low-impedance output to drive other blocks. Although thisdiscussion
describes a single-ended version, it iscompletely applicable to thefully differen
tial case.

IVpically, the capacitors are determined first by system considerations, such
as kT/C thermal noise, and the opamp is designed around this load. The gain,
settling time, noise, offset required of the opamp are also determined by over
all system specifications asdiscussed inchapter 6. Once these specifications are
determined, an opamp topologycan be chosen.
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Figure 5.3.1a: Phase 1

5.3.2 Topology

Cf

•IF

X"

Figure 5.3.1b: Phase 2

•oVo

The best topology for an opamp is highly dependent on the desired performance.
Asan example of a low-voltage opamp applicable to video-rate, moderate reso
lution, switch-capacitor applications, the design ofaspecific opamp is described.
This opamp was used in the pipeline ADC prototype described in chapter 7. For
this application, the opamp DC gain must begreater than 60 dB, settle to 0.1%
accuracy in less than one-half clock cycle (35 ns), and operate on a 1.5Vsupply.

Figure 5.11 shows the topology chosen for this opamp design. This two-stage,
fully differential amplifier consists ofafolded-cascode first stage followed by a
common-source second stage. The common-source second stage increases the
DC gain by an order ofmagnitude and maximizes the output signal swing for
a given voltage supply. As discussed in section 5.1, this is important in reduc
ing the power consumption. Cascode compensation [2, 67, 62] was used to im
prove the bandwidth over conventional Miller compensation. Ahigh bandwidth
was necessary to achieve fast linear settling. Switched-capacitor common-mode
feedback was employed to stabilize the common-mode output voltage. The fol
lowing sections outline adesign method for this opamp topology once the spec
ifications ofsettling time, gain, noise, and offset are given.

5.3.3 Biasing

The first step in the design was to choose a set offeasible bias voltages for all
the devices. This step isparticularly important in the case oflow-voltage design.
In this case the limitations of the opamp bias circuitdetermined several of the
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voltages. This circuit is shown in figure 5.12. To bias common-sourcedevices,

such as M3 (fig. 5.11), simple single transistor current mirrors were used, such

as Mil (fig 5.12). For common-source devices whose drain is connected to the

source of a cascode device, such as M4, M5, M8, a configuration such as M12
and M13 is used to generate the gate bias voltage. M12 is essentially a diode-
connected device except that Ml3 mimics the cascode device (M6) so that the

drain-to-source voltage of in-circuit device (M5) andthe bias device (Ml2) are
approximately equal. To first order this eliminates current mismatch due to finite

output impedance (Early effect). To bias the cascode devices, M2, M6, a stack

of devices driven by a current source was used as such as M14 and M15. The

PMOS version is described; theNMOS version issimilar. This scheme provides
a high-swing cascode bias [43, 49]. M14 operates in the triode region. Ml5 is
a diode-connected device operating in the saturation region, andMl9 acts as a

currentsource. M14 is sizedto create a Yds sufficient to keepM5 andM6 in the
saturation region. Ml5 andM13 havethe same current density as M6, therefore

Ygsis = Vgsi3 = Ygss- Thus, theminimum operating supply voltage is:

Ydd ^ Ydsat5 "I" ^^5515 ~l~ YdsatlS (^*1^)

> Wdsat + Vt (5.12)

This particular path sets theminimum supply voltage for theopamp. Due to the
limited operating voltage of 1.5 V, several devices were biased at moderate to

weakinversion. In thisdesign, theworst casethreshold voltages were < 650 mV
andVtp < 900 mV. Furthermore toensure that alldevices areoperating in satu
ration under all conditions, werequire Yds > Ydsat + 200 mV. At the output of
the opamp a single-ended swing of 800mV was chosen. Therefore, M3 and M7

must still be in saturation when the output swings within 350 mV of the supply
rails. From these specifications, the (V^^ —Vf) values of all devices were cho
sen as shown in parentheses in millivolts. The current levels in the bias circuits

were chosen such that each voltage is generated with a reasonably low output

impedance lessthan2kn. Thisallows thebiaslevels to be quickly restored after
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a perturbance in the bias voltages.

Once a viable set ofbias voltages has been chosen, the current density ofeach
device (I/W) is fixed. This reduces the number ofindependent design param
eters that need to be chosen. The bias current /, transconductance gm, and par
asitic capacitance Cdby Cab* are all dependent functions of the device
width W. Conversely any ofthese variables determines the other. By fixing the
{yga —Vt) some design flexibility islost, however, in the low-voltage case, there
is little flexibility in any case. If necessary, these voltages can beadjusted later
in the design process.

Some care should be taken to note that Vt mismatch between the bias devices

and the slave devices causes a larger current error for lower values ofVga~Vt.
It is thefractional ratio of thethreshold erroroverthe gateover-drive thatdeter
mines current error.

A/d _ A(iy/L) _ 2 AK
Id [Wjl) Vgs - Vt

5.3.4 Linear Settling time

Unlike continuous-time applications where aparticularfrequency response isde
sired, settling time is therelevant specification fordiscrete-time applications. Be
cause the settling time ofthe opamp limits theclockfrequency ofswitched-capacitor
circuits, this is often a critical specification.

Design equationsfor the linear settling time of this circuit can be derived from

a small-signal analysis. Typically in feedback opamp design, an open-loop ap
proach is used todesign fora target opampIphase margin. In a two-pole system,
thisphase margin directly translates toa unique, time-domain step-response and
small-signal, settling time. This is thecasewhen traditional Miller compensation
is used [29]. Using cascode compensation, however, creates an inherently higher
bandwidth, three-pole system. Inthiscase, there isnodirect relationship between
phase margin, step-response, and settling time. Therefore, traditional open-loop
analysis does not lead to design equations for the settling time. There is a sig
nificant trade-off in ease of design and bandwidth when choosing between the
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Figure 5.12 OpatnpPMOS bias circuit
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two compensation schemes. Previous work [2, 67, 62] has shown some open-
loop design equations for this type of opamp, but little analysis has been done
on closed-loop settling time. Therefore, an alternate closed-loop approach was
taken here.

The design approach taken issimilar toprevious work [16,25]. Unfortunately,
theauthor has not seen a satisfactory set of simplified design equations for this
compensation topology. The following is a somewhat complex, but functional
design method. Firsta closed-loop, small-signal analysis isusedto derive a rela
tionship between the closed-loop poles (and zeros) and the small-signal param
eters of devices in the signal path. Second, the desired polepositions are cho
sen thatachieve the desired settling time with thedesired stability. The result is
a non-linear system of equations with the three signal-path device sizes and the

compensation capacitance as freevariables. Using thecomputer program MAT-
LAB [52], aconstrained numerical optimization was performed onthissystem of
equations with opamp power as the minimized cost function. Final verification

and tuning of the design was done using HSPICE. Unfortunately, this approach
does little to lend intuitiveinsight in the designprocess.

Vj

Ml ^1 ^

M2

LJ
^ J JL
"~p |[7m3

I Z
Figure 5.14 Small-signal equivalent circuit of gain-stage
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gml(VrfVo)

V1 e
'I 9m2Vi

gni3^

I

1
I

Figure 5.15 Small-signal equivalent circuit ofa gain-stage

Figure 5.14 sho>vs the small-signal equivalent circuit ofthe closed-loop gain-
stage (fig. 5.3.1b) including external load, sampling, and feedback capacitors. In
this circuit, the capacitive feedback has been lumped into asingle feedback factor

/=
^ Cf +C, +Ci,'

where C,p is the input capacitance ofthe opamp. This circuit can be further sim
plified by replacing each transistor with its small-signal equivalent transconduc-
tance generator (fig. 5.15). The parasitic and external capacitances have been
lumped into three capacitors Ci, (72, C3. As an approximation, the output impedance
ofeach transistor is assumed to be infinite. This has the effect ofpushing low-
frequency poles to DC and slightly increasing the bandwidth of high-frequency
poles [16]. The resulting simplifiedsmall-signal equivalent is shown in figure 5.15.
Fromhere, astraightforwardnodal analysis yields the following small-signal equa
tions:

0 = 9ml(Vi —fVo) + sCiVi -f sCc{vi —Vo) + gm2V\ (5.13)

0 = -9m2Vl-VsC2V2 (5.14)

0 = sCc{Vo —Vl) + 9m3V2 + sCzVo (5.15)
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This linear system ofequations can be solved to yield the closed loop transfer
function.

A{s) =^ =i
Vi(s) f 1 S-^ h fCc+C^ _ Cc A I ^3(^2iCcCi +CcCz+CiCz)

J9ml 9mZ \ S9fnX 9m2 / S9xn\9mZ9ttiZ

By inspection the transfer function has two zeros and three poles of theform in
equation 5.3.4, which is shown graphically in figure 5.16

A{s) =

o —e-
7 CO,
^o cl

1 {l + s/zo){l-s/z„)
/ (1 + s/u>ci){l + 2fs/a;„ +

jO)

%
^ =cos6

e \

X

Figure 5.16 Closed-loop poles and zeroes

Byequating coefficients of5,thefollowing system ofnon-linearequations relates
thecircuit small signal parameters to theplacement of theclosed-loop poles and
zeroes [16].
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I 9m29m3
-FTTT- = -2^0 (5.16)

CcC^

f9ml ^cl^n

2C'^d + Wn
(5.17)

f 9m\9m29mZ
02(9m2(0c + Cs) —f9mlCc) LOcl + 2fu;„

f9ml9m29mZ
C^iCcCi + CcCs + CjCs)

Values fora;„, f, lOcI must now be chosen. The pole parameters uniquely de
termine the small-signal step-response as derived in [25]. The goal is choose a
set of polesthatminimize thesettling timefor a given bandwidth. Because it is a

linear system, the bandwidth can simply bescaled toachieve the desired settling
time. Given a fixed load, amplifier power tends tobeproportional tobandwidth.
Therefore, this approach will lead toadesign that meets the settling time require
ment with low power consumption.

The zeros are typically sufficiently higher infrequency than the poles such
that they do not significantly affect the step-response. The step-response is im
portant because it determines the settling time in a switched-capacitor circuit.
The step-response is the superposition of a decaying exponential due to the real
pole at (jJci and the tuned response of the complex poles defined by and C. In
tuitively, if the real pole is too low in frequency, then the step response will be
slow. If the real pole at ljcI is too high, the step response will be fast but may
require bandwidth (power) or beunrealizable. The same is true of the complex
poles at (jJn. These poles, however, have theadded damping parameter Like
all second order systems, depending on the step-response can be under-damped

(C < 1)» critically damped (^ = 1) orover-damped (^ > 1). Depending on the
allowed settling error there is a compromise between rise time and error due to
overshoot and ringing. As the errortolerance becomes tighter, the optimal re
sponseapproaches a critically damped response. For looser specifications Ccan
be somewhat less than one.
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Because of the potentially transcendental nature of the step-response, an ana
lytic expression for the settling time cannot begenerally derived asa function of
the pole locations. Therefore, optimal placement of the poles cannot be solved
for analytically. Areasonable pole configuration, however, can be found empir
ically using numerical methods.

Certainly a conservative choice would betoselect Uci < andC>1. Under
these conditions, the step-response will beover-damped and the settling time will
beinsensitive tofabrication-induced variations inthe small-signal circuit param
eters. Thetrade-off is anincrease inpower consumption compared toa more ag
gressive, inherently faster configuration that incorporates some overshoot. For

this design, 10-bit settling was required (< 0.1% error), and a = oJd/uJn = 0.9
andf = 0.8 were chosen. This results inthe approximate relationshipw l4/ts.
Figure 5.17 shows the ideal 0.05% settling timeof a three-pole system normal
ized to the shortest settling time versus the damping factor ( for several values

of a = Ud/f^n- From the graph it can be seen that by decreasing theratio of Wc/
to Un the optimum is broadened, but thestep response is slower. Increasing the
ratiobeyond0.9, however, doesnot increase the speed.

Furthermore,figure 5.18 shows the amplifierpower increases with that ratio.

Therefore, choosing a = 0.9 is goodcompromise between speed andpower. For
the damping factor C, the range of 0.7 to 0.9 achieves the best speed. Thus for
a desired settling time of less than 14 ns requires w„ > 1 Grad/s (160 MHz). In

simulation, the measuredphase marginwas 67 degrees.

Once the constantsin the right-handside of eqs. 5.16-5.19 have been chosen,

a numerical solvercan be used to find the opamp small signal-parameters gmi^

9m2* 9mz. and Cc. Because thetransistor {Vgs - Vt) values havealready beencho
sen, these four parametersuniquelydefinethe opampdesign includingall device

sizes. In this case, MATLAB [52] was used to find a set of device sizes that sat

isfy eqs. 5.16-5.19 with the minimumpower consumption. From this basic de

sign, the device sizescan be adjusted usingHSPICE to verify the settling time.
Table 5.3.4 shows the resulting settling time variations over process measured

fromHSPICE simulation withtargetspecifications of a = 0.9 and f = 0.8. The
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opamp configuration for the measurement is shown in figure 5.3.1, and the input
was a full scale step.

5.3.5 Slew rate

Typically for high-bandwidth opamps, the slew rate scales with the bandwidth.
Therefore, the fraction ofthe settling time spent in the slew-limited regime is
small. Because this is a two-stage amplifier, there are two different slew rates.
The lesser of the two will limit the overall rate of voltage ofchange at the output.
Consider first the output node ofthe opamp. If the source ofM2 isconsidered a
virtual ground, then the maximum (positive) rate ofchange atthe drain ofM7 is

SRI =
Cc + Cout + (1 —/)C/'
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1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
wclAvn

Figure 5.18 Nonnalized power vs. a = ojcil^n

whereCout is the totalparasitic andexternal capacitance at theoutput. Thesource

of M2, however, will only remain a virtual ground if Ml can supply sufficient
charge to Cc to support the voltage change across Cc during a change in voltage
at the output. Otherwise, this node will move and potentiallycause M4 to leave

saturation or M2 to cutoff. Therefore,

SR2= —.
Cc

For SRI, the slew rate may be improved by choosing a larger {Vga —Vt) for
Ml. This will raise the 11Qm ratio, which increases Ii whilekeeping gmi fixed.
Similarly for SR2, the —Vt) for MB may be increased.
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5.3.6 Noise
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NMOS PMOS U (0.05%)

slow slow 17.1 ns

slow fast 17.0 ns

nom nom 12.9 ns

fast slow 15.3 ns

fast fast 11.6 ns

Table5.1 Simulated settling timeskew

For switched-capacitor applications, the opamp output noise directly contributes
to the output signal in the hold phase such as shown in figure 5.3.1b. Therefore,
this is typically the relevant configuration to compute the output noise. For sim
plicity, consider the single-ended noise due only toMl, M4 and MS. The cas-
code devices M6 and M2 do not significantly contribute tothe noise; neither do
the output devices MS and M7 (because the other noise sources see amuch larger
gain to the output). Furthermore assume the noise due to M4 and MS can be input
referred. This assumes the transfer functions to the output are approximately the
same as fromMl. The outputnoise is then

^ Ri A\s)4kT~ fl +^ +
^9ml \ Pml 9ml)

where ^^(5) is the continuous-time, closed loop gain from the inputofthe opamp
to the output. In this case.

A{s) = L1 (1 -f s/Zo){l - S/Zo)
/ (1 + 5/a;c/)(l + 2(^slu3n +

To obtain the rms outputnoise voltage, this expression is then integrated over fre
quency for u = [0,00]. Ifitis assumed that there are three coincident real poles
at frequency B (Hz), theequivalent noise bandwidth is ^irB. Thus,

16 '

«fi) 4fcT|—fl +^ AjB,
\j J ^9ml \ 9ml 9ml} 16
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Because theopamp is fully differential, thissingled-ended expression mustbe
multipliedby 2. A preciseexpression for the output noise has been derived from

a similar opamp in [25].

5.3.7 DC gain

A straightforward, small-signal analysis of figure 5.14 yieldsthe open-loop DC

gain of the opamp. This topology typically has a minimumgain of 1000, but it

is dependent on bias and technology. Lower current levels and longer channel

lengths tend to increase the overall DC gain.

^ (ffml^ol)(ffm2^o2)(^1715^05)^04^06 2Q^
"I" {,9m2'̂ o2 '̂fol^oA "I" (5'Tn5''o5)''ol''o6

Vn7
A2 = (ffmsros)—7— (5.21)

ToS + To7

— = Ai'A2 (5.22)
Vi

5.3.8 Common-mode feedback

Figure 5.19 shows the switched-capacitor common-mode feedback used in the

opamp. This type of circuit is conmionly used in fully-differential opamps. It op

erates on a 50% duty cycle. During phase <j>u the output of the opamp is clamped

to the desired common-mode output voltage VCMO by switches M29 and M30.

The output of the first stage is also clamped by M31 and M32. This speeds the

recovery of opamp during the next phase. The common-mode sensing capaci

tors Ccm are also reset by M28. During the next phase all clamped nodes are

released. The capacitors Ccm sense the difference between the actual common-

mode output and the desired common-mode output. The differential pair M26

and M27 convert this voltage difference to a current that is added or subtracted to

the source ofM1. This closes a negative feedback loop that stabilizes the conunon-

mode output voltage around the desired conunon-mode voltage. The clamping

switch gates are driven by the high-swing bootstrap circuit described above.
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The benefitof injecting a single, common-modecurrent to the source of Ml is

that no differential noise is added. One caveat of this approach, however, ispo
tential large signal instability. The feedback loop passes through the inputdevices
Ml and M33. If the input common-mode level is too high for some reason and
Ml and M33 are cut off, then the output common-mode feedback loop isinoper
able. Furthermore, the global feedback around the opamp formed by Cs and C/
(shown inthe dashed lines) forms acommon-mode positive feedback loop, which
can potentially exacerbate the problem. An alternative approach is to inject the
correction current at the drains ofMl and M33, which bypasses Ml and M33.
Of course this then adds differential noise since there are two injection points.

The sampling and feedback capacitor sizes are determined by kT/C thermal
noise constraints of the application (figure 5.3.1). For example in the pipeline
ADC (chapter 7) the external capacitors were Cs = Cj = 585fF. Based on lay
out extraction the external loading driven by the opamp isapproximately 2.3 pF.
Based on HSPICE simulation, the approximate power consumption of the first
stage opamp was 1.9 mW. Finally, although the opamp DC gain and settling time
cannot bedirectly measured, the measured overall converter performance shows
that the opamp DC gain exceeds 60 dB and the 0.1%settling time is less than
35 ns (at 14.3MS/s). Due to relaxed accuracy constraints in later pipeline stages,
the sampling and feedback capacitors were scaled down to help reduce power
consumption [15]. There are a total of8opamps in the ADC; the last stage ofthe
pipeline does not need to generate aresidue and does not require an opamp.

5.4 Comparator

The sub-ADC in each pipeline stage consists oftwo fully differential compara
tors, as shown in figure 5.20. In the 1.5-bit-per stage architecture, the sub-ADC
thresholds are +Ke//4 and —VI.e//4, where the ADC input range is —Vref to
i-Vrej differential. The switched-capacitor comparator operates on a two phase
non-overlapping clock. The differencing network samples Ke/ during phase (^2
onto capacitor C, while the input at capacitor 3C is shorted giving differential
zero. During phase 0i, the input signal Vi isapplied atthe inputs ofboth capac-
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itors, causing a differential voltage proportional to K —K-e/ /4 to appear at the
input of the comparator preamp. At the end of phase <j>i high) the regenera

tive flip-flop is latchedto make the comparison and producedigital levels at the

output Vq. Basedon matchingandcommon-mode chargeinjectionerrors, C was

chosen to be near minimum size, approximately 40fF.

The pre-amp and latching circuit is shown in figure 5.21. Due to digital cor
rection, a comparator error of Vre/I^ (200 mV) can be tolerated. With such a

large allowable offset, a fully dynamic comparator is often used in order to re

ducestaticpowerconsumption [15]. At this lowvoltage, however, therearesig

nificant meta-stability problems with a fully dynamic comparator. Therefore, a
class AB approach was used. During phase (j>i the input —V^-") is ampli
fied by the input transistors. Ml and M2, which are connected to PMOS triode

loaddevices, M3 andM4. Duringphase<t>i, the inputis disconnected andthe the

NMOS flip-flop regenerates the voltage difference. Digital inverters buffer the
outputs and restore full logic levels.

5.4.1 Offset

The DC offset of the comparator due to random device mismatch can be broken

down into three contributions. Consider first mismatch between Ml and M2.

V..,. . (!4^)
Vp}

AKi2 = Vn-Va (5.24)

The mismatch between devices M5 and M6 can be input referred.

K)s56 = 1fl'mseAVtse +(—^ ) /se)
9m\2 V \ ^ / 56 /

Load devices M3 and M4 also contribute to the offset.

^ ^Ay,78 + j'os34 = I AA Vt78 T I —5- I I I
5^77112 V V /^ / 78 ^ 2
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V cmi

Vo = Vj - Vref/4

Figure 5^0 Differential comparator
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Vcld= 1.5V

5
M2n|-vr

Figure 5^1 Comparator preamp and latch

If the offset are assumed tobe small, then they add linearly togive a total input-
referred offset.

YosT —K,s12 + YoaM + VosSS

The random mismatch between two devices can be characterized by a normal
distribution that is a function of technology, device area, and distance between
the two devices [63].

^AVt —

^ ^ + (5.27)
Avto, Svto* ^jQ. Sfi are technology fitting parameters, WL is the device area,
and D is the distance between the devices. Data from [63] gives typical values
forthefitting parameters from a 2.5/um CMOS technology shown in table 5.4.1.

As these numbers show, the device mismatch is typically dominated by the
AVt mismatch. The A/? mismatch can beneglected especially when the devices
are physically close. If the mismatch contributions are assumed tobestatistically

. <f2
-i-Syj-oV

A\

(5.26)
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NMOS PMOS

Avto 30 35 mV-^m

SvTO 4 4

Ad 2.3 3.2 %-/zm

2 2 10~®/)Lim

Tables^ Mismatch data
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independent, thetotal variance (T^{VoaT) is thelinear sum of theindividual vari
ances. Using thisdata, theoffset for thecomparator in the prototype wascalcu
lated to be (t(Vost) = 32mV, or a worst-case 3<7 offset of 96mV. Due to digital
correction, an offset of 200mV can be tolerated in thepipeline ADG prototype.

5.4.2 Meta-stability

The relevantspecification for comparatorsisnot comparisontime, but meantime

to metastability. That is the average time between events when the comparator
has not made a decision within the allotted time. This is a probabilistic event

because the difference between the input signal and the reference is a random

variable. The smallerthe difference, the longerthe requireddecisiontime which

can approach infinity.

A typicalregenerative (positive-feedback) comparatoror flip-flop can be mod

eled by a two-stage, positive feedback loop. The loop consists of two ideal am

plifiers ofDCgain Aanda timeconstant r (seesection 2.4). Forthistypeof com
parator, if the difference between the input signal and the reference is assumed to

be a uniform across the input range, the probabilityof a metastableevent is

A-1P{t >T) =exp (-^t) ,

where t is the actual comparison time, T is the allotted time [75]. Note that while

a meta-stable stateis always possible, simplywaiting moretimeconstantsgreatly

reduces theprobability. If youhavea collection of N suchcomparators allclock
ing at a frequency /,, then the mean time to failure (MTF)
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exp
MTFft? ^ ^—L

Nfs

as long as P(<> T) < 1. This is actually a lower bound for MTF. Typically
MTF should be greater than the lifetime of the device. It should be noted that
thermal noise does not affect MTF because the noise is equally likely to put the
comparator into ameta-stable state as itis to take itout ofameta-stable state [75].

For the comparator shown in figure 5.21 the quantity (A - l)/r is approxi
mately

A-1 Ct

where Or is the total parasitic capacitance at the drain ofM5 orM6. The com
parator latches during the clock non-overlap period, giving approximately 4ns to
make adecision. The regenerative time constant ofthe latch was chosen tomake
the system (18 comparators) mean time to meta-stability on the order of years at
14.3MS/S.

5.4.3 Pre-amplifier bandwidth

If asample-and-hold circuit is not used in front of the comparator, the pre-amp
bandwidth response needs to be greater than the input signal. Otherwise, high-
frequency components in the input signal may go undetected.

For the first pipeline stage, the bandwidth of the pre-amplifier must exceed the
bandwidth of the input signal being digitized, which is 7.15 MHz for the proto
type. The static power consumption ofthe pre-amplifier is approximately 200//W
based on HSPICE simulation.



Chapter 6

Pipeline ADC Architecture

Thereareawide variety ofanalog-to-digital converterarchitectures. Each
has its strengthsand weaknessesthat make it appropriatefor a given set of

specifications, such as speed, resolution, power, latency, and area. Such architec

tures include flash, two-step, interpolating and folding, pipeline, successive ap

proximation, parallel, and others. A survey of these architectures is beyond the

scope of this work, however, such surveys can be found in [65,16,15]. Here the

focus is on the implementation of a video-rate, pipeline ADC that demonstrates

the low-voltage circuit techniques described in chapter 5.

6.1 Pipeline ADC architecture

A generic pipeline ADC consists of N cascaded stages, each resolving B bits as

shown in figure6.1. Within each stage, the analog input is first sampled and held.

Then it is coarsely quantized by a sub-ADC to resolve B bits. Then using a DAC,

the quantized value is subtracted from original input signal to yield the quantiza

tion error. The quantization error is then restored to the original full-scale range

by an amplifier of gain 2^. The resulting residue signal is then applied to the
next pipeline stage for further quantization on the next clock cycle. Due to the

sample-and-hold nature of the pipeline, each stage works concurrently to achieve

high throughput. The sample rate is only limited by the time it takes one stage to

resolve B bits. There is a trade off in latency, however. The fully resolved N •B

bits of resolution per sample experiences a delay N clock cycles from the sam

pling instant to fiill quantization. Therefore, the pipeline may be inappropriate

for applications where latency is not acceptable.

The are several advantages to this type of architecture. As more bits of reso-
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Stage 2 • • •

Digital Correction

B bits

Figure 6.1 B-bit/stagePipelineADC

DAG

Stage N

Digital out

lution are added, the hardware and area requirements grow linearly since more
stages are simply added. Using digital correction techniques, the accuracy re
quirements of the sub-ADCs are greatly relaxed allowing low-power compara
tors. On the other hand, however, because a precision sample-and-hold is re
quired between each stage, fast-settling opamps are required which limit the through
putand increase power consumption. Forsame reason, high accuracy capacitor
matching is required, butthese errors can beself-calibrated with trimming [48],
digital compensation [40], or capacitor averaging [71].

6.2 1.5-bit/stage architecture

The numberofbits perstage has a large impact onthe speed, power, and accuracy
requirements of each stage. Therefore thebestchoice is dependent ontheoverall
ADC specifications. Forfewer number ofbits perstage, the sub-ADC compara
torrequirements aremore relaxed, andtheinherent speed ofeach stage is faster.
The latter occurs because the inter-stage gain is lower allowing higher speed due
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tothe fundamental gain-bandwidth tradeofT ofamplifiers. However, more stages
are required if there are fewer bits per stage. Furthermore, the noise and gain
errors of thelaterstages contribute more to theoverall converter inaccuracy be
cause ofthelow inter-stage gain. Thus, high-speed, low-resolution specifications
favor a low number of bits per stage, where low-speed, high-resolution specifi
cations tend to favor higher number of bitsper stage. A more detailed analysis
can be found in [47].

Analog In

Stagel Stage2 ••• • stages

^ / 2 bits^ N. 2 bits.- ««•

10 bits

/ Digital correctlon^v

S/H

'ado
k.

DAC

2 bits

Figure 6.2 Pipeline ADC 1.5-bit/stage architecture

Digital out

Residue

The ADC prototype uses a pipeline 1.5-bit/stage architecture [57,46,53] with

9 stages as shown in figure 6.2. Each stage resolves two bits with a sub-ADC,

subtracts this valuefrom its inputand amplifies the resulting residueby a gain of

two. The input signal rangesfrom-Vrej to +Ke/, and the sub-ADChas thresh

olds at -hVrefl^ and -Vrejl^^ TheDAC levels are -Vref,0, -\-Vref' Therefore,
the residue transfer function is

' 2Vi - Vref if K- > Ke//4 d= 2(10)2
2Vi • if -Vref/4 <Vi< 4-Vrej/4 d = 1 (01)2
2Vi -f Vref if K < -Vref14 d = 0 (00)2
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+ +V.

Figure 63 1.5 bit/stageresiduetransfer function

dis the output bit code for that stage. The transfer function is shown graphically
in figure 6.3 The gain is lower (2 instead of4) and there are more stages (9 in
stead of5)than shown in figure 6.1 because digital correction [45,15] was used.
By reducing the inter-stage gain and introducing redundant bits, the accuracy re
quirements onthesub-ADCs are greatly reduced. Inthis case, a maximum offset

ofK-e//4 can be tolerated before bit errors occur. Atotal of18 bits (2 from each
of9 stages) are generated and combined using digital correction to yield 10 ef
fective bits at the output. The bitsare combined as follows:

N

t=l

where N is total number ofstages (9) and di is the output code for the ith stage.
The ATth stage cannot be digitally corrected (since there are no following stages)
and should have standard thresholds of

ifv; > Vr,f/2 (/ = 3(11)2
if 0 < V- < Ke//2 d = 2(10)2
if - Vre//2 < K- < 0 d= 1(01)2
if v; < -Vref/2 c/= 0(00)2

If instead the digitally corrected offsets are used, the top code 1111 •• • will be
missingwhich is typically not critical.
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This architecturehas been shown to be effectivein achievinghigh throughput

at low power [15, 50]. The low number of bits per stage coupled with digital

correction relaxes the constraints on comparator offset voltage and DC opamp

gain.

6.3 1.5 bit/stage implementation

z

J L
SUB-ADC DAG 2X GAIN

Figure 6.4 Switched-capacitor implementation of each pipeline stage

The implementation of each pipeline stage is shown in figure 6.4. Although

a single-ended configuration is shownfor simplicity, the actual implementation

was fiilly differential. A common, switched-capacitorimplementation [15] was

chosenwhichoperateson a two-phase clock. Duringthe firstphase, the input sig

nal, Vi, is applied to the input of the sub-ADC, which has thresholds at + Ke//4
and -Ke//4. The input signal ranges from -K-e/ to -j-K-e/ (differential). Si
multaneously, Vi is applied to sampling capacitors Cs and Cj. At the end of the
firstclockphase, K is sampled acrossCa and C/, and the outputof the sub-ADC

is latched. During the second clock phase, C/ closes a negative feedback loop

aroundthe opamp, while the top plate of Ca is switchedto the DAC output. This

configuration generates the stage residue at K. The output of the sub-ADC is
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used to select the DAC output voltage, Vdoc» through an analog multiplexor. Vdac
is capacitively subtracted from the residue such that:

(l "i" K" ^K-e/ if Vi >Vrejl^
=I (^ +̂ ) -Vrej/i <K- <+K.//4

. (^ +§}•) '̂ + if Vi <-V-e//4
In the 1.5bit/stage architecture Cs = 0/ is chosen to give a gain of two in the
transfer function. The DAC levels can be generated from asingle differential ref
erence because the negative reference and differential zero are readily available
by using the reverse polarity or shorting the outputs together respectively.

A precision interstage gainis required to achieve thedesired overall ADClin

earity. Because the capacitor ratio Cs/Cj determines this interstage gain, capa
citor matching is critical. In the prototype, a capacitor trim array was used to
ensure better than 0.1%matching. This array could be set either manually orau
tomatically with a self-calibration scheme [48]. Also, the DC opamp gain must
be sufficiently large (> 60 dB) to reduce finite gain error. Finally, the opamp
must settle to better than 0.1 %accuracy in one clock phase (one half-cycle). It is
this settling time that limits the overall pipeline throughput.

6.4 Pipeline stage accuracy requirements

To achieve the desired resolution, linearity, and signal-to-noise ratio, each stage
must be designed such that non-ideal effects do not excessively degrade the over
all performance. Capacitor linearity and matching, opamp gain and settling, and
thermal noise areallcritical topipeline ADC performance.

6.4.1 Capacitor matching

If the capacitors Cs and C/ are not equal, then an error proportional to the mis
match is generated in the residue output. Assume the capacitors differ by AC,
then we can define

AC i C,-C. (6.1)
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C ^ (6.2)

= c+^ (6.3)

Cj = C-— (6.4)

C. C + ^ . AC
Ct ~ C-^ 1 + ^ (6.5)

The approximation holds if |AC/(7| < 1. Therefore, the new residue transfer

function becomes:

K (2 +̂ )v; ±(l +̂ )v„/ (6.6)
(6.7)

Due to the finite resolution of the lithographic process, capacitor niismatch is

duemainly to variations attheedgesofthecapacitorplates. Therefore, capacitors

with large area to perimeterratios will tend to have better matching. Variations

in oxide thickness between the capacitor plates also affect the matching, but to a

lesser degree (especially for small, adjacent capacitors). The standard deviation

of the fractional matching error between two adjacent square capacitorscan be

modeled as

<^£acic — (6.8)

where S is onesideof thecapacitor in fxm. Thevalueof Ac is technology depen
dent, but can typically vary between 2 - For example, if Ac is 5%;um,

then two adjacent, Ibfim x 15)um capacitors will match to better than 1% with

99.7% probability.

6.4.2 Capacitor linearity

If the samplingandfeedbackcapacitors,Cs and C/ respectively, are implemented

withdiffusion layers, the capacitance is usuallya function of the appliedvoltage.
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Therefore, the charge transferred ina gain stage isno longer a linear function of
the input voltage. This distortion degrades the linearity ofthe overall pipeline
ADC.

If the value ofeach capacitor, C,can beapproximated as a quadratic function
of applied voltage V,

c{y) = Co(i + oi V+ ci2V^)

then the resulting residue transfer function is altered. If the stage is assumed to
be implemented as fully differential, then the new transfer function becomes [84]

V"«2K- - y v;^ ±V„J.

Therefore, the error voltage isgiven by Typically for poly-poly ormetal-
metalcapacitors this error is negligible.

6.4.3 Opamp DC gain

Because theDCgain oftheopamp isfinite, again errorisintroducedintheresidue
transfer function. If the actual gain of the opamp is a, then the residue transfer
function becomes:

(rw)
where / is the feedback factor and Cjp is the input capacitance ofthe opamp,

/ =

This can also be expressedas

Cf Ca-\- Cip

AG
h

AG 1

K « (1 +(2K ±Ke/) (6.9)

(6.10)
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6.4.4 Opamp settling

Because theopamp hasfinite bandwidth, theoutput takestimeto settleto its final

value. In the simplest case, if the opamp can be characterized by a single-pole
time constant r, then theoutput at theendof the settling period T is given by:

K = (i - {2Vi ±Ke/) (6.11)

= (l +̂ )(2Vi±Vr.j) (6.12)
AG -T/r

= -e ' • (6.13)

lypically most amplifiers have multiple poles and cannot be characterized by
such a simple function. In this case, more empirical methods must be applied.
The settling time T is less than one-half the ADC samplingperiod since the cir

cuit operates on a two-phase clock. Some time must also be allocated to rising
and falling edges of the clock as well as the non-overlap interval.

6.4.5 Thermal noise

There are two sources of thermal noise in this circuit. One is the thermal noise of

the non-zero resistance switches. The other is the noise from the active transistors

inside the opamp. Therefore [15],

fCj
— r ^ "h "^opamp

"^opamp is the variance at the output due to noise from the opamp (e.g. see sec

tion 5.3.6). This value is dependent on the opamp topology and bias."

6.4.6 Error tolerances

If all of the above errors are sufficiently small, they can be linearly summed to

gether to give the total error. The allowedtotal error per stage is now calculated.

Recall, the implementation shown in figure 6.4 has the ideal transfer function
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The actualtransfer function includes sources of errorgiven by

" ('+¥+!¥) ^f »•">
AG/G is the combined interstage gain error caused by opamp finite gain, set
tling, and distortion. AC/C is the fractional difference between capacitors Cg
and Cj. v„ is the output-referred thermal noise. For now, this term will be ig
nored and discussed below. A biterror results if the error in this residue signal
is larger than 0.5 LSB ofthe following stages. The largest voltage error will re
sult if Vi > Vrejj '̂ Note that inthis case, the DAC output isalso Vrej which is
subtracted in the transfer function.

^ (K - K)|v;=v„//4 (6.16)

^ (AG lAC\J^ref (AG AC\

^ / lAG

^ /'llAG 3|AC|\„

Thus, if the overall converter has aresolution ofN bits, then the first stage output
error cannot cause a bit error greater than 0.5 LSB at the A —1 bit level. Intu

itively, since one effective bitis resolved ateach stage, the first stage isfollowed
by a TV-1 bit ADC.

K < (6.20)
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(6.21)
1 2Ke/

2N-1
/1|AG^3AC\_. 1
V21 G "^4 C ) ^ 2

1 AG 3 AG 1

=^2 G G
(6.22)

Using this logic, the same argument can be applied to each stage. Therefore, in
general.

AG

G

AC
2N- {i = l,2,...,N-2) (6.23)

Notice i only goes up to TV —2 because the laststage does notrequire a residue
amplifier. If these conditions are met, the worst case differential non-linearity
(DNL) will be less than 0.5 LSB at the N bit level [45, 49]. The integral non-
linearity, however, accumulates from stage to stage. Therefore, equation 6.23
alone does not guarantee the INL will be less than 0.5 LSB at the N bit level. Un

like DNL, the INL accumulates from stageto stage. Due to the non-linearnature

of residue transfer function, it isdifficult toanalyze. Basedonempirical behavior

simulations, the worst-case INL accumulates approximately as follows:

Equation 6.24 is expressed as a fractional value. To convert to LSB at the N bit

level, multiply the result by 2^. In the worst case, the errors all have the same
sign and accumulate in the same direction. Typically the errors have a more ran

domnature andperhaps could be considered to addin a root-mean-square man
ner. Thus, to achieve an INLless than0.5 LSB,equation 6.23is a necessary but
not sufficient condition.

The random thermal noise Vn will degrade the converter signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). The noise can be considered a small-signal; this allows the total input-
referred noise to be calculated by linearly adding the noise contributions of all

the stages. The noise contribution from each stage is divided by the total gain
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from thatpoint to theADC input. Therefore, foraninter-stage gain of2, thetotal
input-referred noise is

2_ , .VN^
^ 2^ 2^^ 2® 2^^

Vk^ is the output-referred thermal noise variance for stage k. An ideal ADC has
a peak SNR (SNR with largest amplitude input applied) that is limited only by
quantization noise, which can be approximatedas

SNRdB<6iV-f-1.76 dB,

where N isconverter resolution in bits. If thermal noise isadded, the peak SNR
becomes

SNR« = -lOlogio ( ~ + 2
3 22W

The amount oftolerable thermal noise isdependent on the application. However,
6dB degradation ofthe SNR translates to aleast significant bit that isessentially
random. Typically, 1-2dB degradation ofSNRisdesigned for in the errorbudget.
Equivalently,

{—; 1 2Vref 1

6.4.7 Design example

Using the above equations we can allocate the sources oferror and specify the
required performance ofeach of the pipeline stages. As a specific example, as
sume the goal is to design a 10-bit ADC {N = 10) with INL less than 1 LSB

and DNL less than 0.5 LSB. The clock frequency ofADC is 14MS/s. The input
signal swing is 2V peak-to-peak.

Forthe first stage (z = 1)we will allocate errors equally togain errors and capa
citormismatch, AG/G < 2~^° and aworst case AG/G < 2 Twountrimmed
capacitors asdiscussed insection 6.4.1, would need tobeapproximately 150^mx
150/zm to have a worst-casematchingof less than0.1%. Therefore,a calibration
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scheme suchas capacitor trimming (section 7.5)or digital-domain calibration is
typically used to guarantee precision matching and allow the use of smallerca

pacitors (as dictated bykT/C noise). Notice this allocation satisfies equation 6.23

i|2-«'| +i|2-"'| <1 (6.26)

0.00122 < 0.00195 (6.27)

Thegain errorAG/G then must befurther broken down intoDCgain error(eq. 6.10)
and settlingerror (eq. 6.13). If we allocatetheseequally,then 2~^^ is allowedfor

each. From equation 6.10 if we assume the feedback factor of the gain stage is

1/2, then the DC gain of the must opamp must be at least 4096. If we assume
the clock frequency is 14MS/s(T=70ns)with a two-phaseclock, then the opamp

must settle to better than 2~^^ within 35ns.

Allocating the noise for minimum power is a non-trivial issue and is discussed

in detail in [16,15]. For simplicityhere, we will allocate 50% of the total input-

referred noise power to the first stage, 25% for the second stage, 12.5% for the

third stage and so on. If weuse equation 6.25, then the total allowed input-referred

rms noise is 2V/2^°/6 = 325/zV. Therefore, the first stage must have an input-
referred rms noise of less than 230juV.

Wecan continue this process for each stage, taking care to observe equations 6.23

and 6.24.
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Chapter 7

Prototype Implementation

ASADEMONSTRATION of the low-voltage circuit techniques described in
theprevious chapters, a 1.5V, 10-bit, 14.3MS/s analog-to-digital converter

prototype was implemented in a 0.5 //m CMOS technology. This chapter dis

cusses specific implementation details includingschematicsand layout issues.

7.1 Technology

The prototype wasfabricated usingHewlett Packard's0.5/imCMOS14process
throughMOSIS. The process has standardthresholdvoltage levels of 0.7 V and

0.9 V for NMOS and PMOS devices respectively. The maximum rated voltage

supply is 3.3 V, however, the prototype was designed for reliable operation at

1.5 V. Three levelsof metal interconnectand one layer of poly were used. Linear

capacitors were implemented using poly over n+ diffusion in a n-well. The ca

pacitance of thesecapacitors was approximately 2.3 fF/^m^. The substrate con

sistedof low-resistance p+ withanepitaxial layerof p- on top. The die was pack

aged in a 68-pin J-LDCC ceramic package with a 0.265"x0.265" square cavity

from Spectrum Semiconductor, Inc.

7.2 Layout

A die photograph of the prototype ADC is shown in figure 7.1. The differential

input enters the chip from the top, third and fourth pad from the left side. The

visibleprobe padsare for test devicesused in processcharacterization. The eight

opamp stages are clearly visible in two rows of four. In between the two rows

are the charge pumps and routing of the digital signals such as clocks and data

outputs. Using this arrangement there is a minimum of analogand digital signal

99
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lines crossing.

a SaSSSBBSSS

Figure 7.1 Photomicrograph of prototype ADC

In mixed-signal chips, it is often unclear what thebeststrategy is for minimiz
ing the impact of noise coupling from the digital circuitry to the sensitive ana
log circuitry via the common substrate. The most effective way to reduce sub
strate noise is to create a low-impedance path from the p+ substrate to ground
(or the lowest potential in the chip). Typically, however, the back side of the die

is oxidized by exposure to air which increases its resistance. Thus even if the die

is conductively attached to a package with a grounded cavity, the resistance to
the substrate is high. If cost permits, the backside of the die can beback-lapped
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(ground down), gold-coated, and conductively attached to package. The proto
type die, however, was not back-lapped.

In this layout, the following approach was taken. Separate supply rails were
usedfor the digitalandanalogsignals, whichwerenamedVDDD,GNDD,VDDA,

and GNDA respectively. Because an n-well process was used, the digital and
analog PMOS transistors were naturally isolated by separate wells. The NMOS
transistors, however, interact via the common, low-resistance p+ substrate.

The p+ substrate has theadvantage thatit makes it difficult to create latch-up,
which is critical for digital circuits. It has the disadvantage of creating a low-
resistance path for the coupling of undesiredsignals. Because noise travels al

most exclusively in the p+ region, traditional isolation using grounded n-well

guard rings to collect noise is not effective [73, 27].

For the analog NMOS transistors, it is important that thesource-to-body volt
age is constant. Otherwise, if these voltagesmove relative to each other, the drain

currentis modulated through thebodyeffect. Therefore, it is important to locally

havea low-resistance pathfrombody to source. Inthe layout, a p+substrate ring
was placed around each NMOS analog transistor. This ring was then contacted

to GNDA, which is the same potential as the source for common-source devices.

This helps keep the potential of the source and the body the same. For cascode

NMOS devices, thisarrangement helps reduce fluctuations onthebody terminal,
but it cannot guarantee that the source and body will move together (since the

source is not at ground potential). For cascode devices, however, the relation

ship between draincurrentand V^f, is much weaker due to sourcedegeneration.

Care should be taken to use enough of these GNDA substrate contacts to make

the source-to-body path low resistance. Excessive contacts, however, will act as

noise receptors and unnecessarily couple in noise from the substrate [73]. In the

prototype, a separate substrate pin PSUB was used to set the substrate potential.

Contacts between PSUB andthesubstrate weremade liberally in the digital areas
to provide a low-impedance path to ground for substrate noise. PSUB and GNDD

are were disjoint on-chip. Off-chip, GNDA, GNDD, and PSUB were connected

together. An alternate approach would be to tie PSUB andGNDD together on-
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chip if it ispreferable tohave fewer pin-outs. VDDA and VDDD were generated
byseparate butequal voltage regulators to allow the supply currents to be mea
sured independently.

All analog paths were differential to increase the rejection of common mode
noise, suchas substrate noise andsupply voltage fluctuations. Furthermore, ana
log signal paths were shielded from the substrate by an n-well tied toa separate
SEDDELD pin tied to VDDA off-chip. VDDA was used instead of GND to in

crease theback-bias of the n-well thereby reducing the coupling capacitance to
the substrate.

7.3 Master bias

Each opamp requires a set ofbias voltages that is supplied by a bias generator.
There isone bias generator shared between every two pipeline stages for a total
offour. To minimize pin-out, each generator is driven by an input current that is
slaved from a single master bias current shown infigure 7.2.

The master current Imaster is generated off-chip. In a commercial chip, this
would typically begenerated on-chip with a self-biasing current source, such as
abandgap reference. Similarly, the opamp common-modeoutput voltage VCMO
issetoff-chip and bufferedon-chip with asimple source-follower. This also could
be generated on-chip with a resistor string. Its exact value is not critical, but
should be close to midway between the GNDA and VDDA. Itis important to use
high-output-impedance current sources wherever possible toreduce errors in the
current values due to differences in drain voltages. Typically, cascode current
sources are preferable. On a low supply voltage, however, this isnot possible, so
long channel devices were used.

The alternative to routing bias currents isto route bias voltages across the chip
as shown in figure 7.3. Routing bias voltages locally isnot a problem. Routing
over long distances, however, can generate errors inthe resulting bias current. If
the distance between the master device Ml and the slave device M2 istoo great,
then the resistance Rinthe supply line can be significant. This drop reduces Vgs2
and creates a current error in the slave device.
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Vg52 = Vgsi —hR h

When bias currents are routed, global resistances in the supply lines do not af
fect the final current in the slave devices. Locally, diode-connected devices can

convert the current back into a bias voltage.

7.4 Clock generator

All the pipeline stages operate on a two-phase, non-overlapping clock. All the
odd stages sample during phase ^2 andpresent a validresidue outputto the next
stageduring phase <^1. All even stages workon the opposite phases, so that all
stages operate concurrently. The commonlyused circuit shown in figure7.4 was

used in the prototype. An external 50% duty-cyclereference clock drives the in-
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Figure 7.3 Problem with routing a biasvoltage

put clkin. In the prototype,the invertedphases are bufferedand routed across

the chip. Figure 7.5 shows the clock waveforms. For simplicity the non-inverted
phases are shown.

Atthe top ofthe figure the reference clock clkin isshown with aperiod ofT
and rise and fall times oftr and t f respectively. The duration ofthe dependent
phases is a function of the propagation delays of the various gates in the clock
generator. By adjusting these delays, the designer can allocate the time spent in
each ofthe phases, tsl isthe opamp settling time for pipeline stages that gener
ate anoutput during phase . ts2 isthe opamp settling time for pipeline stages
that generate an output during phase <l>2. TVpically these are designed to beas
equal as possible, tlag is the time between the early clock (/>[ and the regu
larclock <^1. This delay ensures that the bottom plate switch of the sample and
holdisopened first toreduce signal-dependentcharge injection, tnov isthenon-
overlap interval during which neither phase is active. For proper operation of
the two-phase circuits this overlap must be non-zero. Furthermore, inapipeline
ADC, this time isused forthe sub-ADCs todigitize thesample and select thecor-
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clkin O |̂ >Oj-(J>o

<i>.

Figure 7.4 Non-overlapping two-phaseclock generator

tsl ^ —ir —̂2 ~ ^3 ~ ^4 + ^1 + f/
ts2 ^ —if —tl —t2 —tz —t4 tf
tlag t4 + fs

tnov min(i2,<2 4- <3 - <5)

Table 7.1 Clock generator timing
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rect DAG level. If this interval is too small, the probability of meta-stability will

increase. Table 7.1 gives the dependencies of the clock intervals. In the table,

represents the propagation delay of gate n.

7.5 Capacitor trimming

Capacitors in thegainstages weretrimmed using the circuitshownin figure 7.6.
By setting the switches to ground, no capacitance is addedbetween pointsA and
B. The arraydoes,however, addsomeparasitic capacitance to ground. By selec

tivelyputtingswitches in the opposite position, a very small amount of capaci
tance can be added between points A andB. In theprototype, the unitcapacitor
C was set to 10fF, which allowed a trimrange of 0-6fF in 0.4 fF steps.
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Figure 7.7 Trimappliedto gain stage

Figure 7.7 shows the trim circuit applied to a gain stage. Notice that the bot
tomplate (nodeB) of the trimarrayis placedon thesumming node. Because the

summingnode (or common-modeinput) voltagewas set to GND, the switches in

the trim array can beoperated ona 1.5V supply without extra boosting circuitry.
Byplacing thebottom plate onthesununing node, however, two trimarrays are
needed—one for each capacitor. This allows trim to be added to theappropriate
capacitor to achieve thecorrect ratio. If theopposite configuration were possible,
where thetopplate (node A) is connected to thesumming node, only onearray
is necessary. In thisconfiguration the array switchescould be used to add trim to

eithercapacitor as necessary. A shift register wasused to digitally store the trim

settings. In theprototype, there was a 2dB degradation in SNDR without using
the trim.
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7.6 Gain stage
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The fully-differential implementation of the gain stage is shown in figure 7.8.

Gate boosted switches are indicated with a dashed circle as defined previously
in figure 5.5. Recall, extra parasitic capacitance is incurred at the source termi

nal of the switch. The bottom-plate sampling switches do not need gate boost

because they onlypasstheGND potential. Theopamp was described in detail in
section 5.3. Theclock phases shown in figure 7.8 correspond to sampling on (j>i
and holding on <l>2.
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Figure 7.8 Differential gain-stage
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7.7 Sub-ADC/DAC
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The sub-ADC and DAG within each pipeline stage is shown in figure 7.9. The
two differential comparators threshold the input at -Vre//4 and +Ke//4. The
result is then decoded by some digital logic which selects one of three values,

-Ke/, 0, or-\-Vref foT the differential DAG output. The output isalso gated by
the hold clock <^2, such that the DAG output presents a high-impedance until the
gain stage is in the hold phase. The data bits MSB and LSB are then fed to set of

latches. These latches align all thebitsfrom all the stages in time. Because one
sample takes 9clockcycles (for9stages) topropagate through the entirepipeline,
the first stage bits are delayed by 8clock cycles, and the last stage has no delay.
The resulting 18 bits were digitally corrected by asimple add and shift operation
to yield 10 effective bits.

MSB LSB

DAC

[>

3

Figure 7.9 Sub-ADC and DAC
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Chapter 8

Experimental Results

Following the design and fabrication of the prototype, the ADC was char
acterized forlinearity, signal-to-noise ratio, and power. Reliability charac

terization, however, was not performed.

8.1 Test setup

The basic setup for the experimental testing is shown in figure 8.1. A single-
frequency, sinusoidal signal, Vg is generated by a Krohn-Hite 4400A oscillator
andapplied at the first to a narrow, band-pass filter to remove anyharmonic dis
tortion andextraneous noise, andthen to thetestboard. Thesignal is connected
via 50n coaxial cables to minimized external interference. On the test circuit-

board, thesingle-ended signal is converted to a balanced, differential signal us
ing a transformer. The transformer was a PSCJ-2-2 from Mini Circuits. The

common-mode voltage of the test signal goinginto the ADCis set through 500
mmatching resistors connected to a voltage reference. This common-mode volt

agecan be adjusted using a potentiometer, but is nominally at half thesupply or
0.75 V. This voltage is bypassed to theboard ground with a 10//F ccapacitor.

A 50% duty-cycle clock is generated by a Hewlett Packard HPS131A pulse
generator. BothADC prototype andtheHP16500B logicanalyzer use thisclock.

The logic analyzer stores all the digital output codes in uncorrected format, 18

bits wide. The datais thendown-loaded to a computer where the digital correc
tion (simple shiftand add) is donein software. Thecorrection can easily be im
plemented on-chip, butwas doneoff-chip forsimplicity anddiagnostic feedback.

Thecircuit board has four layers. Thetop was used mainly for analog signal
traces. Thesecond layerwas acommon ground plane. Thethirdlayerwasbroken
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Figure8.1 Test setup (ADC=device under test, LA=Iogic analyzer)

into separate VDDA and VDDD power planes. The bottom side was used for

control traces.

All voltage references weregenerated usinga National SemiconductorLM317
regulator asshown infigure 8.2. This includes allvoltage supplies, VDDA, VDDD,

Ke/» VCMOX, VSCM. The output voltage, VOUT, can beadjusted byselecting
R1 and R2.

3-30V-i

Vout = 1.25V It)+
VIN

T

1.1
0.1 ^F

lOjiF

VOUTLM 317 I

[ad] 2
1N400y

T ^

o VOUT

R1 <500 0—

I

Figure 8.2 Voltage referencegeneration

The master current is generated using a National Semiconductor LM334 cur

rent sourceas shown in figure 8.3. The currentis set by choosing Rset-
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8.2 Dynamic linearity and noise performance

The linearity and noiseperformance of the converter can be characterized by a

signal-to-noise-plus-distortion (SNDR) measurement. The SNDR is defined as

the ratioof signalpowerto all othernoiseand harmonic power in the digitalout

put stream. This characteristicdetermines the smallest signal that can be detected

in the presence of noise, and the largest signal that does not overload the con

verter. The peak SNDR is highest achievable SNDR for a given converter, which

usually occurs for an input signal near full scale. Ideally, if a B-bit converter has

no distortion and is noiseless, the peak SNDR is given by:

SNRrfB <6yV-hl.76 dB,

The dynamic linearity of the ADC was measured by analyzing a Fast-Fourier

Transform (FFT) of the output codes for the single input tone. 64k codes were

used to compute the FFT using a Blackman windowing algorithm. The peak

SNDR for a 100 kHz sine wave input was measured at 58.5 dB with a clock fre

quency of 14.3MHz. For a 4 MHz sine wave input the peak SNDR was 53.7 dB.

Figure 8.5 shows the SNDRversus inputlevel at a clock frequencyof 14.3MHz.
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Figure8.4 FFT ofoutput codes for 100 kHz input

8.3 Static linearity

The static linearity characterizes the DC transfer function of the converter from

the analog to the digital domain as the input is swept from -K-e/ to +K.e/- In
tegral non-linearity (INL) is defined as the maximum deviation of the transfer

characteristic from a straight line fit. Alow EVL is important if large-signal lin
earity. Differential non-linearity (DNL) is defined by measuring the increase in
input voltage it takes to transition between output codes. Ideally, this interval is
ILSB. DNL isdefined as the actual interval minus ILSB. Alow DNL is impor
tant for small-signal linearity.

The static linearity of the ADC was measured using a code density test [21].
The input signal was alow-frequency (100 kHz) tone, and acontinuous sample of
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over 1.04 x 10® output codes were analyzed. This implies that themeasurement
is accurate to within ±0.1 LSB with confidence of greater than 99%. In general
to compute the number of samples N required to measure the static linearity to
within ±/? LSB at the n bit level is given by:

N>
13^

N = number of samples

p = maximum absolute error in LSB

n = number of bits in ADC

a = probability that error exceeds (3

Zx = Z:F{Z) = \-x
F{Z)
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For example, n = 10 bits, /3 = 0.1 LSB, a = 0.01, (Z0.005 = 2.58) gives:
„ (2.58)27r2®
^ - (0.1)' = ^

The maximumdifferential non-linearity was measured at0.5 LSB, and themax
imum integral non-linearity using a least-squares fit was measured at 0.7LSB.
Figure 8.6 shows the DNL and ENL versus output code. The regular variations
in the INL characteristic are likely due to finite DC opamp gain error in the first
three stagesof the pipeline.
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Figure8.6 INL and DNL versus output code

8.4 Summary

The power consumption at a clock frequency of 14.3 MHz was 36mW from a
1.5 V supply. Table 8.1 sununarizes the measured results.
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Table 8.1 Measured A/D performance at 25° C

V,, 1.5 V

Technology 0.6//m CMOS

= 0.7V,Vtp = 0.9V

Resolution 10 bits

Conversion rate 14.3 MS/s

Active area 2.3 X 2.5 mm^

Input range ±800 mV differential

Power dissipation 36 mW (no pad drivers)

DNL 0.5 LSB

INL 0.7 LSB

SNDR 58.5 dB (/in =100 kHz)
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

IT IS CLEAR that the operating voltages for CMOS technology will be reduced
much faster than historical trends. The main drivers of this trend are the need

forlong-term product reliability and low-power, digital operation. Because inte
grated analog circuitry isbecoming a smaller, but fundamentally necessary, por
tion of die area, it becomes more difficult to justify modifying the technology
for analog needs. Therefore, the analog circuits must bemodified tooperate on
low voltage. Furthermore, it is important that the MOS devices are not unduly
stressed in the process, which would degrade product lifetime.

Fundamentally, operating switched-capacitor circuits on a lower supply volt
age will tend to increase power consumption. In order to maintain thesame dy
namic range ona lower supply voltage requires a quadratic increase insampling
capacitance toreducethermal noise. Therequiredincreaseinbiascurrentto main

tain circuit bandwidth results ina netincrease in theoverall power consumption.
Improvementsindevicefx willmitigatethis trend,but there is afundamentalten

dency to increase power consumption. Furthermore, from a practical viewpoint,
reduced voltage operation tends to increase thecircuit complexity with increases
power.

An examinationof the breakdown anddegradation phenomenonin a MOS de

vice has shown that relative terminal potential determines device lifetime. Ab

solute potential is less critical. For switched-capacitor circuits, this implies that
certain, restricted forms of bootstrapping for switches will notdegrade lifetime.
In particular, byreferencing bootstrapped clocks to theinputsignal, switches can
be operated in a reliable manner. Furthermore, for small areas, such as the ana

log portion of a large, mixed-signal application, the stress requirements can be
somewhat relaxedwithoutsignificantly degrading yield.
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The specific research contributions ofthis work include (1)identifying theMOS
devicereliability issues that arerelevant to switched-capacitor circuits, (2) intro

duction of a new bootstrap technique foroperating MOS transmission gates ona
low voltage supply without significantly degrading device lifetime, (3)develop
ment of low-voltage opamp design techniques. Low-voltage design techniques
fortheswitched-capacitor building blocks have been demonstrated enabling the
implementation of larger applications such assample-and-holds, filters, anddata
converters. In particular, a 1.5 V, 10-bit, 14.3 MS/s, 36 mW pipeline analog-
to-digital converter was implemented in a 0.6^m CMOS technology. It demon
strates that video-rate analog signal processing can be achieved at low voltage
without requiring special enhancements to CMOS technology.

In thefuture, both digital and analog circuits will clearly need a finite amount
ofvoltage to represent signals with. Furthermore, a minimum amount ofmargin
is fundamentally necessary for noise margin. Thus, what is the minimum volt
agerequired to operate these circuits? Dueto current leakage considerations, a
threshold voltage less than 0.4V isunlikely. To maintain circuit speed some mar
gin ofover-drive voltage isrequired beyond that. This is true for both digital and
analog circuits as current is a function of Vgs-Vt. Therefore, it ispossible that
both circuit types can scale together. Due to the unscalability of V<, however, it
is unclearif voltage supplies will dropbelow 0.6V.

An interesting continuation ofthis work would be actual reliability testing of
the bootstrapping techniques projposed. To first order, the principleofoperation is
sound, but actual verification would prove the concept. The experimental proto
type was fully characterizedforperformanceat1.5Voperation, however, lifetime
extrapolation of the device was beyond the scope of the project. This could be
done both with a reliability simulator ofthe bootstrap circuit, such as the Berke
ley Reliability Tool [38], and with the actual accelerated stressing ofastatistically
significantly large population of test devices.
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ADC, see analog-to-digital
analog-to-digital, 1

flash, 28

pipeline, 28,85
sigma-delta, 27

anti-alias filter, 5,28
aperture error, see jitter
applications, 1,19
architecture, 78,85, 87
auto-zero, 9,15

BERT, 62
biasing, 102
bilinear transformation, 24
binary weighted, 30
biquad, 20
body effect, 56
bottom-plate sampling, 8
breakdown

oxide, 38

time-dependent dielectric, 38

capacitor, 99
feedback, 70,91
integrating, 22
linearity, 26, 91
matching, 13,22,26,29,30, 86,90,
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parasitic, 9, 33,59,67
sampling, 7,70,91
trim, 90,105

cascode, 66,76
channel length, 33
charge injection, 6,56,104
CHE, see hot-electron effects
circuit-board. 111
clock

fall time, 93
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generator, 103
rise time, 93

two-phase, 8,14, 54,63,78, 89,93
clock feed-through, 6
CMOS, 33

current, 34

forecast, 33

reliability, 38,46
scaling, 34
scaling limits, 44

codec, 1

common-mode feedback, 11, 63,64,77
common-mode input, 107
common-mode output, 102
comparator, 14,29,78

dynamic, 80
mean time to failure, 16
meta-stability, 16
offset, 15, 83
speed, 15

components, 22
cost, 1

current density, 35

DAC, 109,see digital-to-analog
damping, 72
depletionregion, 37
DIBL, see drain-induced barrier lowering
differential non-linearity, 95,116
digital correction, 80, 88, 109
digital-to-analog, 2,28

capacitor array, 30
discrete-time, 24
disk drive, 2

distortion,22,24,94, 111
sample-and-hold, see

sample-and-hold
DNL,see differential non-linearity
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drain-induced barrier lowering,36
dynamic range, 49,51,113

electric field, 42

feedback factor, 9,13,70,92
FFT, 113

filter, 1,19

active RC, 19
ladder, 24
tutorial, 19

flow graph, 20

gain error, 9,92,94
gain stage, 11,29,108
gate oxide, 33,34,38

breakdown, 39
defects, 40

gate-induced drain leakage, 37
GIDL, see gate-induced drain leakage
guard rings, 101

Hewlett Packard, 99 .

hot-electron effects, 41

impact ionization, 42
INL, see integral non-linearity
integral non-linearity, 116
integral non-linearity, 95
integration, 45
integrator, 14,58

active RC, 20
interfaces, 1

jitter, 7

latch, 15, 80

time constant, 15
latch-up, 42,55,101
latency, 85
layout, 59,99
leakage current, 36
lightly doped drain, 42,43
lightly-doped, 59
linearity, 30, 90

dynamic, 113
static, 114

low power, 35, 36
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matching
capacitor, 86
device, 82

mean time to failure, see comparator
meta-stability, 80, 83,105, see comparator

noise, 93,95
bandwidth, 76
kT/C, 11,63,78
opamp, 76
quantization, 27,96
thermal, 49

offset, 9, 59, 88

cancellation, 52,63
comparator, SO, see comparator
sample-and-hold, 7

opamp, 9
bandwidth, 9,50,64
biasing, 64
gain, 64,77, 89, 92
noise, 76
phase margin, 67
power, 78
settling time, 28,29,64,67,72,90,93
slew rate, 74

topology, 64
open-loop, 67
output impedance, 66
oversampling, 27
oxide, see gate oxide

package, 99
pipeline

errors, 93

poles, 69-71,76,93
power, 49, 51,78, 89,116
pre-amplifier, 15, 80

bandwidth, 84
propagation delay, 105
prototype, 99
punch-through, 37

quantization error, 28
quantization noise, 96

residue, 29, 85, 87
resistor, 22
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reverse breakdown, 47,59 lowpower, 35
risetime, 58 reliability, 38

sample-and-hold, 5 wireless, 2
bottom-plate, 108
distortion, 6 yield, 33,41
offset, 7

top-plate, 5 zeros, 69,71,72
sampling frequency, 24,27,50
self-calibration, 29,86,90
Semiconductor Industry Association, 33
settling error, 93,94
settling time, 78
signal-to-noise ratio, 7,26,95,113

ideal, 96
slew rate, 74
small-signal, 67,70
SNR, see signal-to-noise ratio
step-response, 72
stress, 53

sub-ADC, 29,78, 85, 87,89,109
sub-threshold, 44

slope, 42
substrate contacts, 101
substrate coupling, 100
switch, 52

high-swing, 53
layout, 59
low-distortion, 56

switched-capacitor, 5,22

TDDB, see breakdown
technology, 99
testing. 111
thermal noise, 7,95
threshold voltage, 36,52,99

matching, 67
scaling, 44
variation, 45

tolerance, 93
transconductance, 50,67
transient stress, 40,43,62
transmission gate, see switch
tunneling, 37,39

direct, 44
Fowler-Nordheim, 39

voltage scaling
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